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Abstract 
 

Climate change scenario modelling for New Zealand indicates a series of hydrological changes 

can be expected.  Hydrological modelling is a critical tool to assess the likely impacts of future 

climate change on river runoff. A hydrological model no matter the complexity can be viewed 

as a simplified representation of the real-world environment. The most comprehensive 

hydrological models, i.e. fully-distributed (e.g. TopNet and MIKESHE), are generally complex 

and require large amounts of input data, computer power and time. The use of a semi-

distributed model like HBV-light to perform essentially the same function can yield a relatively 

efficient method of scenario hydrological modelling. As such, the aim of this research is to 

assess the use of the HBV-Light hydrological model to simulate observed river flow data from 

within the Shotover Catchment, situated in Queenstown, New Zealand, and compare projected 

changes to future river runoff under climate change conditions to that of a more complex 

hydrological model (TopNet).     

The HBV-Light model performed well in the Shotover Catchment when replicating an 

observed data set of 13 years (1972 ̶ 1984), returning a monthly NSE of 0.72 for the calibration 

period and 0.61 for the validation period (1985 ̶ 1997). The use of HBV-Light to simulate river 

flow under future climate change conditions, and the potential influence such changes could 

have on New Zealand’s freshwater resources were also assessed. HBV-Light, using an IPCC 

SRES A1B climate scenario, and an ensemble of 12 GCM’s suited to New Zealand’s climate 

conditions, projected runoff increases to the Shotover River in the magnitude of 13.43 % for 

2040 over a 20-year average (2030  ̶  2049), and 17.44 % in 2090 (2080  ̶  2099). In comparison 

to the more complex model (TopNet) used assess the impact of climate change on river flow 

for the same future time periods using the same 12 GCM ensemble and IPCC SRES A1B 

climate scenario, HBV-Light simulates a yearly projection for 2040 that is 3.5 % higher than 

TopNet, 1.65 % lower in 2090. Monthly comparisons of future runoff show the HBV-Light 

model drastically over-simulates TopNets assessment of the Shotover Catchment (by 35 % in 

2090 for August) and other research in the Clutha Catchment, in some cases by up to 50 %. 

HBV-Light under-simulated soil moisture by 300 mm/yr-1 and over-simulated AET 

consistently, but simulated snowmelt relatively well in comparison to TopNet. Therefore, the 

current research concludes that the role of hydrological model complexity outweighs the role 

of other modelling uncertainties such as input data. HBV-Light was run with physical input 
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data which is more accurate but limited in the spread of the catchment, whereas TopNet was 

run using interpolated data (VCSN) which covers the catchments upper reaches but is only an 

interpolation. TopNets performance was more in line with other research from the Clutha 

Catchment and its sub-catchments, such as the Matukituki and the Lindis. However, in the 

absence of large comprehensive data sets (VCSN) required to run complex models such as 

TopNet, HBV-Light could be an acceptable alternative for assessing future impacts to river 

runoff under climate change conditions in New Zealand.  
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Chapter One 
Introduction 

 

Increasing atmospheric greenhouse gas concentrations (GHG) are the primary cause of global 

warming/climate change (Houghton et al., 1996; Hurd et al. 1999; Wigley 1999; IPCC 2000; 

2007). One of the greatest impacts global warming will have is likely to be on the hydrological 

cycle at all scales, from global to singular catchments (Bates et al. 2008). Impacts on the 

hydrological cycle have the potential to change the distribution of water resources both 

spatially and temporally, with the consensus of most researchers indicating evidence of changes 

to the intensity and frequency of future hydrological events such as precipitation and draughts 

(Huntington 2006). The intensification of the hydrological cycle will see increased 

precipitation and evaporation in some parts of the world, with increases in precipitation thought 

to be unequally distributed globally, leaving other parts with significant reduction in 

precipitation (Collins et al. 2013).  

Due to the dependency of the hydrological cycle on climate, any changes to future climate 

regimes will affect a variety of human settlements worldwide that depend on the existing spatial 

and temporal patterns of water resources for irrigation and consumptive use (Frederick and 

Gleick 1999; Cisneros et al. 2014). Many aspects of human civilisation such as the 

environment, economy and society are dependent on water resources, and changes to it could 

influence humanity (Arnell 1999; Cisneros et al. 2014). Therefore, understanding and 

estimating the magnitude of climate change and the corresponding influence on the 

hydrological cycle is important, as such changes have the potential to affect the fresh water 

supply of humans and animals, peoples current dependency on floods and draughts, 

hydropower generation, and navigation (Christensen and Lettenmaier 2007; Bae et al. 2011).  

1.1 Use of hydrological models for impact assessment 
A hydrological model is a simplification of a hydrological catchments true physical complexity 

(Beven 2010). The use of hydrological modelling as a tool for both climate change and runoff 

assessment are well established (Andersson et al.  2006; Beyene et al.  2010; Elsner et al.  

2010). Hydrological models are used for a variety of hydrological applications. These can 

include more complex processes of the water cycle such as runoff, infiltration of the surface, 
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surface flow, subsurface flow, canopy interception, snow melt, precipitation and 

evapotranspiration (Willmott and Rowe 1985). The use of simpler models, essentially requiring 

less input data and calibration (time spent running the model), could potentially produce the 

same degree of runoff certainty as more complex, physically based hydrological models 

(Wagener and McIntyre 2007). Within New Zealand, hydrological modelling has focused 

predominantly on climate change (e.g. Poyck et al.  2011), groundwater (e.g. Hattermann et al.  

2004; Fenicia et al.  2006) and flood modelling (e.g. Clark et al.  2008; Devkota and Bhattarai 

2015), and the associated effects these hydrological pathways have on catchment runoff.  

To date, many studies have been carried out in catchments across both the North and South 

Islands of New Zealand, aiming to understand how future impacts of climate change will affect 

the overall condition of catchments. The most commonly used hydrological modelling tool in 

New Zealand is TopNet. TopNet is a fully distributed hydrological model with the ability to 

simulate water balance over a number of sub-catchments in a basin, and routes stream flow 

from each sub-basin (Clark et al.  2008). The use of TopNet has been shown satisfactory for 

New Zealand conditions (e.g. Clark et al. 2008; Woods et al. 2008; Poyck et al. 2011; 

Srininvasan et al. 2011; Gawith et al. 2012). However, running and calibrating the model can 

prove difficult, requiring considerable data and time inputs (McMillan et al. 2016). Therefore, 

it is advantageous to determine whether an accurate representation of catchment river runoff 

under the potential influences of climate change can be simulated using a less complex, more 

user friendly hydrological model.  

There are two aims for this research. The first aim is to determine whether a relatively simple 

hydrological model can realistically simulate an observed flow in an alpine catchment in New 

Zealand. Secondly, if a simple model can realistically simulate an alpine flow, the research will 

compare future climate change impacts on river flow between the simple hydrological model 

and that of a complex model.  Thus, the objectives of this research are:  

 To set up and calibrate a simple conceptual model for the Shotover Catchment, 

  Run the calibrated hydrological model for climate change impacts in two future periods, to 

compare runoff outputs with that of a more complex hydrological model, using the same set 

of climate scenarios.   

Chapter Two that follows this introduction (Chapter One) presents an overview of hydrological 

modelling which focuses primarily on the current research surrounding the uncertainty 
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associated with hydrological modelling and areas requiring further exploration. Chapter Three 

provides details of the field area chosen to run HBV-Light, the characteristics of the area 

including geography, geology and climatology, followed by the hydrological modelling 

process undertaken for this research, and a description of both hydrological models used (HBV-

Light and TopNet).  Chapter Four assesses the HBV-Light model’s replication of an observed 

flow from within the Shotover Catchment for the calibration and validation periods, with 

comments and conclusions on HBV-Lights suitability drawn from visual and statistical 

analysis. A brief summary of how TopNet was incorporated in this research and how the odel 

performed over an observed period is also included in Chapter Four. Chapter Five presents the 

projected changes to river runoff under the same climate change conditions of both HBV-Light 

and TopNet, and compares projected snowmelt, soil moisture and AET outputs of both models. 

Chapter Six compares and discusses the differences in the respective model outputs, the 

limitations surrounding the research, and where improvements could be made in future 

understanding. Chapter Seven concludes the thesis by summarising the key findings and 

contribution of the research to current literature.  
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Chapter Two  
Hydrological Modelling: An Overview 

 

Hydrologic processes such as precipitation, snowmelt, interception, evapotranspiration, 

infiltration, surface runoff, and sub-surface flow have complex interrelationships within any 

river basin or watershed (Islam 2011). Due to the complex relationships between variables in 

a catchment, developing a hydrological model to represent those interactions is difficult.  A 

hydrological model is a mathematical model used to simulate stream flow by estimating the 

inter-relationships of soil, water, climate, and land use variables associated with a hydrological 

catchment through mathematical abstraction (Gosain et al. 2009). In order to calibrate and run 

a hydrological model for the present day and future runoff, the compounding uncertainty that 

is inherently bestowed on runoff projections must be acknowledged in order to quantitate and 

understand the credibility of such projections. 

The purpose of this chapter is to compile and evaluate the current literature focusing on the 

uncertainty associated with hydrological modelling, and identify areas of research where 

uncertainty is unknown. The hydrological modelling process on a general level is explored in 

Section 2.1. Following the general modelling process, the uncertainty that global climate 

models (GCMs) present due to their large-scale nature is acknowledged, and the common 

approaches to refining them are explained (Section 2.2). Section 2.3 follows on from methods 

of downscaling data, by examining the uncertainty that hydrological modelling bestows on the 

final runoff projection, and the role that model complexity has. Section 2.4 details how the 

accumulation and precision of climate and hydrological input data to run the model can impact 

the overall model performance during the calibration period, followed by uncertainties of 

calibrating a hydrological model (Section 2.5). The chapter ends with some examples of New 

Zealand specific impact studies that have been conducted within the Southern Alps (Section 

2.6) and the justification for this research is presented (Section 2.7).  
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2.1 Hydrological modelling process 
There are four main processes to climate change hydrological modelling: emissions, climate 

projections, downscaling and hydrological projections (Fig. 2.1). Emissions projections 

primarily drive General Circulation Models (GCMs), stage 1, where the projected emissions 

are then used to drive the climate projections, stage 2. GCMs incorporate the atmosphere, 

oceanic and terrestrial surfaces, the cryosphere, and biogeochemical processes, all of which are 

governed by complex and continually evolving inter-relationships that are simulated 3-

dimentionally. All GCMs are complex, however they run at different spatial resolutions e.g. 

anywhere between 100 to 600 km2. Each individual GCM involves parameterisation owing to 

gaps in a real-world knowledge and processes, insufficient computing power to simulate 

complex aspects of the real world, i.e. the presence of sub-grid scale processes where 

information hasn’t been ascertained (Gosling et al. 2011).  

 

Figure 2.1: The four main processes of climate change hydrological modelling, and the 

common sources of uncertainty associated with each process. Source: Gosling et al.  (2011). 

 

2.2 GCM Uncertainty  
Confidence in future climate projections derived from large scale GCMs depend on the 

application of well understood physical climate processes, the chosen GCMs ability to simulate 

observed climates and replication of simulated projections by other models (Daniels et al. 

2012). Due to local climate processes such as topography, vegetation and hydrology being fine-

scaled, the magnitude of variability between model projections increases as GCMs are 

primarily course-scaled. The development and integration of statistical relationships between 

some large and local scale climate processes can be included in GCMs, but not all (PCIC 2014). 

1 2 3 4 
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In regions with less rainfall, the use of different GCMs can simulate opposing projections of 

rainfall change, highlighting the uncertainty with the use of sophisticated GCM tools that have 

statistical relationships between local and large-scale climates integrated still have. Therefore, 

the disparity between coarse and fine scaled resolutions present a need for the mitigation of 

GCM uncertainty to refine the precision of future climate projections (stage 3 of Fig. 2.1).  To 

mitigate GCM uncertainty there are three common approaches; ensembles of opportunity, 

perturbed physics ensemble and downscaling of GCMs.  

2.2.1 Ensembles of Opportunity  

The first deals with uncertainty associated with GCM structure. Researchers use a range of 

projections from a group of plausible GCMs, producing a multitude of scenarios to compare, 

often referred to as “ensembles of opportunity” (Meehl et al.  2007). An ensemble of 

opportunity is a collection of GCMs that identify a possible trend in the climate, instead of 

taking a single GCM as confirmation of what future climate conditions could yield. Ensembles 

of opportunity can often lead to wide variation in global and regional variations of future 

temperature and precipitation estimates, as some researchers putting their GCM estimates 

forward could use different model variations to derive outputs (Haughton et al.  2014).  

2.2.2 Perturbed Physics Ensemble 

The second approach to mitigating uncertainty is to generate a “perturbed physics ensemble” 

(PPE), which cause a disturbance within physical parameterisations of a climate model. 

Essentially, this approach looks at GCM uncertainty again however this time deals with 

different versions of a single GCM. An advantage of PPE is that if there is a disturbance within 

the model, it can be accounted for as noise within the output, where an analysis of the models 

output can be readjusted for the sensitive parameter, and plausible versions can be assessed. 

PPE’s largest weakness is its highly dependent on computer power, but if available, large 

groups of climate scenarios can be generated for comparison. A PPE of 2578 simulations was 

run by Stainforth et al.  (2005) for high, medium and low emissions values for 6 parameters: 

the representation of clouds and precipitation: the threshold of relative humidity for cloud 

formation, the cloud to-rain conversion threshold, the cloud-to-rain conversion rate, the ice fall 

speed, the cloud fraction at saturation and the convection entrainment rate coefficient.  
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2.2.3 Downscaling GCM outputs 

The third approach to mitigating uncertainty of GCMs is downscaling. Downscaling of GCM’s 

is essential in most forms of climate change impact assessment, as mismatch between GCM 

resolution in all but the largest river systems is too great to assess the possible microclimates 

associated with individual catchments. Although GCMs are heavily relied upon for future 

estimations of climate change impact studies they cannot account for natural heterogeneity of 

fine-scale climate variability as their resolutions are generally coarse (100 to 500 km). 

Therefore, downscaling is used to derive finer-resolution spatial and temporal aspects of 

climate projections. Spatial downscaling methods essentially take a coarse GCM resolution 

e.g. a 500-km grid cell output, to a finer resolution; e.g. 20 km or a specific location. Temporal 

downscaling aims to derive fine-scale climate data from coarse GCM outputs such as turning 

monthly or seasonal rainfall into daily rainfall time-series data.   

Downscaling can be done in two ways, dynamical downscaling and statistical downscaling. 

Dynamical downscaling uses a regional climate model (RCM) which is essentially a higher 

resolution GCM, with similar principles.  An RCM uses large-scale climate processes that are 

imbedded in a GCM and applies more complex topography and the corresponding surface 

heterogeneities, the land-sea contrast, and a greater description of the associated physical 

processes at the local scale to project realistic climate information at finer resolutions (20 to 50 

km) than a GCM (100 to 600 km). Statistical downscaling uses established relationships 

between current and historical local climate variables and large-scale atmospheric processes, 

which then have to be validated. The large-scale future atmospheric variables that a GCM 

projects is then processed using the relationships determined and validated between the local 

scale climate variables and large scale atmospheric processes to produce site specific climate 

projections that are finer (>10 km) than an RCM which is generally limited to a spatial 

resolution between 20 and 50 km.  

Downscaling techniques have both advantages and disadvantages (Giorgi and Mearns 1991). 

The dynamic approach is similar to a large scale GCM and when used with a local RCM system 

can provide better dynamic and physical consistency of parameters that are more representative 

of real world processes than statistical downscaling can (Kim et al.  2000). The primary 

advantage of an RCM is the ability to model atmospheric processes and land cover changes 

explicitly. Although computationally expensive, the dynamic downscaling method does not 

rely on central assumption like statistical methods, where it is assumed present day 

relationships between climate variables such as temperature and precipitation through natural 
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events like the ENSO cycle will be replicated in the future, allowing for natural variation of 

parameter values (Gosling et al.  2011). On the point of RCMs, it is important to note as a 

disadvantage that RCMs inherit the same bias as their parent GCM, and are themselves a source 

of uncertainty owing to imperfect simulations of small-scale climate from large-scale (Seaby 

et al. 2013). Even though RCMs greatly improve spatial resolution, a RCM output still needs 

statistical downscaling and bias correction for higher resolution data.  

The main advantage to statistical downscaling techniques is that they are computationally 

inexpensive compared to dynamical downscaling that can be validated through physical field 

observations that can be expensive, and are easily applied to various GCM outputs. GCM 

downscaling provides information of local parameters that give a more representative 

perspective of the changing climate between differing regional morphologies, as each one is 

spatially and temporally significant to a specific area (Gosling et al.  2011). Statistical 

downscaling also allows the links between large-scale and small-scale climates to be analysed 

as downscaling provides the framework for small-scale physical models to verify large-scale 

empirical models, thus allowing more confidence in the modelled outputs (Osborn et al.  1999). 

Theoretical disadvantages of statistical downscaling are that the outputs under boundary 

forcing for present day climates may hold true and could be verified by physical observation, 

but the basic assumption of possible future scenarios with those same boundaries may not 

(Zorita and von Storch 1999). Another disadvantage with statistical downscaling is that input 

data used for parameter refining between individual catchments may not be readily available 

as more diverse and remote regions are accompanied by topographic complexities. A third 

downscaling caveat is that systematic changes, regional forcing boundaries and feedback 

processes are not accounted for by statistically-based techniques (Mearns et al.  1999). 

With both advantages and disadvantages known about dynamical and statistical downscaling, 

researchers can often use both approaches in conjunction with each other. Dynamical-statistical 

downscaling essentially downscales a coarse resolution GCM through the use of a finer scaled 

RCM (dynamical approach), and then further downscales the RCM using statistical equations 

based on local scale relationships for finer resolution climate outputs (statistical approach). 

Dynamically downscaling an RCM provides more precise climate predicters that can be further 

improved through statistical downscaling to provide finer resolution outputs, ultimately 

improving the precision of future climate change impacts (Guyennon et al. 2013).  
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2.3 Applying Downscaled Climate Data 
The last component of hydrological modelling process is where the downscaled climate data is 

applied to a hydrological model (stage 4 of Fig. 2.1). Imperfections of hydrological models 

arise through abstraction and simplification of catchments natural patterns and processes, 

which themselves are often poorly understood (Bastola et al.  2011).  Different hydrological 

models create uncertainty, e.g. catchment scale hydrological models (CHM) and global scale 

hydrological models (GHM) which contribute uncertainty to the hydrological projection, but 

not to the extent of uncertainty that a GCM “ensemble of opportunity” may introduce and is 

often overlooked (Prudhomme and Davies 2009, A). The so-called “cascade of uncertainty” as 

coined by Schneider (1983), highlights the compounding uncertainty that accumulates through 

the climate change impact assessment process (Fig. 2.1), as each stage of analysis adds its own 

unique form of uncertainty to the output credibility. In addition to the assumptions already 

bestowed on the modelling process through the so-called cascade of uncertainty, the final stage 

(4) presents further uncertainty. Hydrological modelling presents its own set of local scale 

assumptions surrounding relationships between catchment characteristics and atmospheric 

interactions (Section 2.3.1), as well as the role that hydrological model complexity contributes 

to further increases in future runoff projection uncertainty (Section 2.3.2).  

2.3.1 Uncertainties associated with hydrological modelling 

All hydrological models are subject to the same two issues, non-linearity and scale. Despite 

attempts to counteract the association of increased catchment non-linearity with increasing 

catchment size, which most models aim to do anyway, models are designed to focus mainly on 

the physical interactions between local scale surface and subsurface runoff, and not the 

implications of non-linear equations themselves. The problems associated with using non-

linear equations to describe water movement through a catchment, are that the calculations do 

not average simply (Beven 2001), and is essentially another criticism of lumped and semi-

distributed models. The disadvantage being that any extremes in equational runoff distribution 

may be reflected in the observed response of runoff, and not attributed to a response of actual 

catchment variation.  

The problem of scale is inherently linked to that of non-linearity, where even the simple 

assessment of rainfall distribution is more difficult as the catchment area increases. As 

hydrological models have different grid scales (10 m to 10 km) which are generally smaller 

than land surface parameterisations (5 km to 100 km) such as Numerical Weather Prediction 

(NWP) and GCM models, there can be a disparity between the resolutions of parameter values 
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on a sub-grid scale. The implication of having data points for parameters larger than the 

resolution of a hydrological model means at the sub-grid scale the actual parameter values 

could vary, decreasing precision of catchment data. There is a failure among researchers to 

develop a scale consistent reconstruction of hydrological processes to describe the influences 

on observed runoff that are derived from sub-grid scale heterogeneity and nonlinearity (Beven 

et al. 1995; Bloschl 2010). The principles of scale that arise in most hydrological models are 

known in a qualitative manner, not quantitative, and therefore the principles are general, and 

applying them to model equations is made all the more difficult because models are usually 

applied to a particular catchment, where each catchment as mentioned has its own level of 

complexity.  

2.3.2 The role of hydrological model complexity    

Hydrological models are classified based on model input variables, parameters and the extent 

of physical principles applied in the model (Devi et al. 2015). Hydrological models can be 

classified as either deterministic or stochastic (Beven 2001; Abbott and Refsgaard 1996). The 

main differences between the two classifications is one allows a single outcome based on one 

set of parameter values (deterministic), and the other permits randomness of the outcomes 

(stochastic), associated with the uncertainties of the input variables (Gosling et al.  2011). There 

are two main approaches to simulating spatial variation in hydrological processes within 

deterministic models (the most common), lumped and distributed (Breuer et al.  2009; Beven 

2001). Lumped models only account for part of the hydrological pathways, mainly the 

catchment as a whole and the aquifer as a separate unit from the land surface, and not 

accounting for sub-catchment variations.  A lumped model regards hydrological pathways as a 

single unit and represents variables as an average across the catchment e.g. average storage of 

water in the saturated zone is assumed spatially constant across the entire area (Gosling et al.  

2010). Due to such assumptions being about spatial diversity, a lumped models inability to 

recognise spatial diversity of hydrological processes (Moradkhani and Sorooshian 2008), 

including variations in land use/cover and soil properties, may be a considerable limitation 

(Gosling et al.  2010). Therefore, the distributed hydrological model can be considered more 

representative of the diverse spatial nature of catchments, as the model recognises variation in 

data sets by dividing the entire catchment’s parameters into small units (Devi et al. 2015) e.g. 

land use, soil, vegetation, canopy interception and other inputs like sub-units and grid cells 

(Abbott and Refsgaard 1996). 
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Table 2.1: Characteristics of empirical, conceptual and physically based hydrological models, sourced from Devi 

et al. (2015). 

Empirical model  Conceptual model  Physically based 

model  

Data based on metric or 

black box model 

Parametric or grey box 

model 

Mechanistic or 

white box model 

Involve mathematical 

equations, derive value 

from available time series 

Based on modelling of 

reservoirs and include semi 

empirical equations with 

physical basis 

Based on spatial 

distribution, 

evaluation of 

parameters 

describing 

physical 

characteristics 

Little consideration of 

features and processes of 

system  

Parameters derived from field 

data and calibration  

Require data about 

initial state of 

model and 

morphology of 

catchment  

High predictive power, low 

explanatory depth 

Simple and can be easily 

implemented in computer 

code 

Complex model, 

requires human 

expertise and 

computation 

capability   

Cannot be generated to 

other catchments   

Require large hydrological and 

meteorological data  

Suffer from scale 

related problems 

ANN, unit hydrograph HBV model, SWAT  SHE or MIKESHE 

model, TOPMODEL  

Valid within the boundary 

of given domain 

Calibration involves curve 

fitting make difficult 

physical interpretation 

Valid for wide 

range of 

situations. 

 

Another important classification to make is whether the hydrological model is empirical, 

conceptual or physically based (Table 2.1). Empirically based models are statistically driven, 

whereby the model does not take into account the nature and complexity of the hydrological 

system, only accounting for existing data such as observations of rainfall (Devi et al. 2015). 

The basic principle being that the use of empirical input and output time series data to drive 
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mathematical equations, presents the limitation of assuming water balance is heterogeneous, 

where in reality most catchments if not all are heterogeneous. Therefore, as empirical models 

are only driven by the statistical relationship between input and output data time series, 

calibration isn’t able to refine the model’s ability to simulate runoff, as there are no catchment 

parameters to calibrate.   

Conceptual models combine both semi empirical equations and physical time series data, with 

the ability to calibrate model parameters with field data, and model curve fitting of simulated 

and observed runoff (Devi et al. 2015). Conceptual models generally describe all the 

interconnected hydrological processes that govern water balance, including recharge 

components; rainfall, infiltration, percolation and removal components; evaporation, runoff 

and drainage. Most conceptual models come with varying degrees of complexity, where often 

the more complex the model the more likely the model requires large amounts of 

meteorological and hydrological data to run and calibrate. Daily or monthly discharge 

hydrographs between observed and simulated runoff is often compared visually and can present 

interpretation challenges such as differences in seasonal variation, where one season could 

replicate runoff well, and another poorly, a problem associated with all types of models. To aid 

visual comparisons between observed and simulated data, model performance can be analysed 

statistically using NSE vales and r-values similar to most other models.  Some conceptual 

hydrological models such as HBV have proven to be very cost effective compared to field 

work, computationally inexpensive to run and can operate on most continents (Bergstrom 2006, 

Clark et al. 2008). 

The most comprehensive of hydrological models are physically based. Such models have been 

described as mechanistic, as they include idealised scenarios of physical catchment processes, 

to portray mathematically idealized representation of runoff (Devi et al. 2015). The main 

difference between physical and conceptual hydrological models are the input data required, 

where unlike conceptual models, physically based models can be calibrated with comparatively 

smaller hydrological and meteorological data, as the majority of input parameters are real-

world physical values from within a catchment. However, as there are more variables needing 

values at higher spatial and temporal resolutions to be able to calculate spatio-temporal 

variation in these processes, the time taken to fill the data requirements can be immense 

depending on the model (Abbott et al. 1986). The tendency of physical models to require large 

amounts of input data (many different physical parameters from within a catchment) allow 
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them to overcome deficiencies that conceptual and empirical models may face because the 

parameters are open to physical interpretation, meaning that parameter values have to be 

calibrated and not raw input data. The main benefit of a hydrological model having the use of 

physical parameters stem from the input data being a representation of measurable changes in 

both space and time, therefore changes in actual hydrological and meteorological records can 

be replicated within the model. A second benefit of the variability of input parameters allows 

physical models to be applied outside of the catchment boundary originally calibrated for, and 

can be used for a wide range of situations (Abbott et al. 1986). 

Distributed models can be applied to spatial scales from a grid cell resolution of a few tens of 

metres e.g. small basins and urban settings (Cuo et al.  2008), to medium sized catchments 

using catchment scale hydrological models (CHMs), up to a global scale using global 

hydrological models (GHMs) (Doll et al.  2003). Representation of precise hydrologic 

variables such as soil water, groundwater, snow/ice or river channel losses usually vary 

between models of scale. CHMs are able to represent parameter impacts with higher accuracy 

due to more confident representation of catchment resources through spatial grids, than that of 

GHM’s (Gosling et al.  2010). Distributed models display elements of complexity. Fully 

distributed models are most complex (e.g. TopNet, Clark et al.  2008; MIKESHE), typically 

dividing the catchment into spatially even grids (Abbott et al. 1986; Collischonn et al.  2007). 

However, such detailed models have been questioned as to the reliability of the input 

parameters as they are based on theory (Breuer et al.  2009). The problem with theory being 

that assumptions made about hydrological parameters in nature are linear, where in reality they 

are non-linear (Beven 2001). Less complex semi-distributed models (e.g. HBV, Bergstrom 

1976; SWAT) simulate all the hydrological processes within spatially non-explicit 

Hydrological Response Units (HRU) (Arnold et al.  1998). The HRU is the smallest spatial 

unit of the model, and the standard HRU definition approach lumps all similar land uses, soils, 

and slopes within a sub-basin based upon user-defined thresholds. Each HRU is then lumped 

together within sub-catchments and routed downstream (Gosling et al.  2010).   

 

2.4 Uncertainty of input data  
Inputs of precipitation data are critical for any hydrological model no matter the sophistication 

of the model or calibration of other parameters (Beven 2004).  Assessing the degree of spatial 

and temporal uncertainty in precipitation data is most commonly achieved through analysing 
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the sensitivity of output data to other input parameters (Segond et al.  2007). Therefore, 

inaccuracies in rainfall interpretation could cause a failure to observe variation within other 

input parameters during calibration that are dependent on precipitation (McMillan et al.  2011). 

Furthermore, precipitation within a catchment can vary drastically due to climate conditions 

and location to large topographical features, making precipitation lapse rates difficult to 

measure. The most commonly used method to obtain precipitation data is using point rain 

gauges. The cheaper of methods for collecting raw precipitation data, which is still relied on 

by flood forecasting hydrological applications and gauged catchments, but only allows for 

precise quantitative data at a specific rain gauge. Areas of a catchment not covered by rain 

gauges are estimated between stations, and therefore certain areas of catchments both large and 

small, depending on the density of rain gauges, remain a source of uncertainty (Moulin et al.  

2009).  

Temperature data used for running a hydrological model can also be a large source of 

uncertainty if incomplete records are kept, or if the climate station used for a particular study 

is located at the end point of the catchment, especially if the catchment is Alpine in nature. 

Hydrological models with a snow accumulation threshold factor rely on temperature data to 

calculate how much precipitation is occurring as snow when temperatures reach freezing 

points, and how much of the snowpack is lost when temperatures are above the set melt point. 

If the temperature data is sourced from lower in the catchment the actual temperature higher 

up in the head waters may be lower, meaning more precipitation would be occurring as snow 

than what is projected by the model, where there will be a miss-match between the observed 

and simulated from the outset.  

Actual Evapotranspiration (AET) is the total terrestrial and oceanic evaporation, plus the total 

plant transpiration to the atmosphere, where evaporation drawn from the soil, vegetation 

canopy, and all waterbodies are incorporated (Penman 1948). Transpiration is the movement 

of water through a plant, where water is lost as vapour through the stomata (Cummins 2007).  

Potential evapotranspiration (PET) is the maximum loss of water vapour that would be possible 

under the ideal conditions, e.g. a continuous area of vegetation, and no shortage of water 

(Gangopadhyay et al.  1966). The two differences between AET and PET are: AET has two 

processes, evaporation of water from the soil, and transpiration from the leaves of plants. PET 

is characterised by McKenney and Rosenberg (1991) as a mass transport process driven by the 

vapour pressure gradient of the surrounding atmosphere, and is limited by both energy (solar 
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radiation) and water availability (precipitation) (McMahon et al.  2013). Robust estimations of 

evapotranspiration (ET) are paramount as ET is often a substantial source of uncertainty where 

most global and catchment scale hydrological models use PET for estimation, as ET can be 

constrained by available soil moisture content (Arnold et al.  1998; Arnell 1999). Therefore, 

assessing hydrological change is dependent on understanding PET dynamics, and currently, 

there are over 50 different methods of doing so (Lu et al.  2005).  

The most common method of estimating PET is Penman-Monteith, recommended by The 

United Nations Food and Agriculture Organisation (FAO) (Allen et al.  1998), the American 

society of Civil Engineers (ASCE), and by the European Union (EU), as the metrological 

variables that control PET: Solar radiation, temperature, humidity and wind, are adequately 

accounted for. The Penman-Monteith method accounts for temperature as an average of the 

daily minimum or maximum air temperature in degrees Celsius (˚C). If minimum or maximum 

air temperature is not available, the mean air temperature can be used; however, can have a 

lower reference evapotranspiration estimate.  Solar net radiation is taken as an average in mega 

joules per square metre per day (MJ m-2 day-1). As net radiation is not commonly recorded 

directly, net radiation is calculated using an average of the incoming shortwave radiation that 

is measured using a pyranometer, or by taking an average of sunshine hours per day that is 

measured with a Campbell-Stokes sunshine recorder. Clearly problems can arise when 

estimating radiation through natural occurrences of atmospheric change such as cloud 

coverage. The Penman-Monteith method requires daily actual vapour pressure (kPa), and in 

the absence off, can still be derived from relative humidity percentages, or dry and wet bulb 

temperatures (˚C). Wind speed for the Penman-Monteith method are recorded as a daily 

average (m s-1) at 2 m from the surface, as speeds between the soil and measuring device can 

vary.  The large amount of data used to run the equation is both a strength and a weakness, as 

it accounts for all variables associated with evapotranspiration, but input of the data is 

incredibly time consuming. Another weakness of the Penman-Monteith equation is the large 

emphasis on evaporation in a water balance equation, but measuring evapotranspiration is weak 

and is not as precise as directly measured components such as precipitation and stream flow. 

In addition to weather variation, the equation is sensitive to both stomatal resistance and 

conductance (Beven 1979), as a multitude of vegetation in a catchment is difficult to 

conceptualise accurately.  
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Estimating PET for hydrological modelling is important because of the uncertainty already 

surrounding the parameter.  The recommended use of the Penman-Monteith methods by the 

FAO is constrained by large data requirements, dependence on numerous parameters, i.e. 

maximum and minimum temperature, vapour pressure, net radiation and wind speed (Tilahun 

2006; Fooladmand et al.  2008) and when data is limited, other PET estimation methods must 

be explored (Moeletsi et al.  2013). Since the Penman-Monteith equation is a net radiation 

based method, other radiation methods with less intensive data requirements such as Makkink, 

Ritchie-type and Priestley-Taylor could be implored (Pereira and Pruitt 2004; Berengena and 

Gavilán 2005), but in the absence of radiation (cloud cover), temperature-based models could 

substitute efficiently, e.g. Hargreaves and Samani, Thornthwaite or the Blaney-Criddle 

equations (Pereira and Pruitt 2004; Berengena and Gavilán 2005). 

 

2.5 Calibration uncertainties 
Conceptual hydrological models, such as HBV have proved to be a cost-effective alternative 

to physical field studies and can operate on most continents (Bergstrom 2006). A key part of a 

functioning hydrological model is the calibration process, which aims to limit model 

uncertainty, however, calibration processes impose their own form of uncertainty. Calibrating 

a hydrological model is the trial and error process of determining appropriate parameter values 

based on a comparison of simulated and observed flow (Cao et al. 2006) by manipulating key 

or single parameters to assess the simulated runoff response (Gupta et al. 1998; Anderton et al. 

2002). It has been suggested that calibration processes for spatially distributed hydrological 

model has the potential for equifinality (Beven 2001; Cao et al. 2006), although true for all 

models, equifinality becomes more of an issue for complex models as greater combinations of 

parameter sets can produce acceptable results. The implication of equifinality is of importance 

to physically based models as their distributed structure requires a large number of parameters, 

all of which need to be calibrated and therefore can be computationally expensive and time 

consuming. To offset such problems, automatic calibration techniques have evolved like the 

use of a Monte Carlo approach, however the parameter sets settled upon can be unrealistic of 

real-world catchment values unless constraints (if known) for parameter values are set. If real-

world catchment parameter values are unknown, the uncertainty of model values and their 

acceptability becomes less uncertain.  
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Calibrating a hydrological model sets it up for a stationary catchment, where in fact no 

hydrological catchment is linear or straight forward. Calibration takes time, as each individual 

parameter must be tested by changing others to see how the goodness of fit (such as the Nash 

Sutcliffe Efficiency value) reacts. A well-defined parameter value with a high goodness of fit 

(closer to 1 than 0) between the modelled discharge and the observed can change in response 

to changes made to a single parameter. Likewise, if a good simulation is achieved using a wide 

range of parameter values, a single parameter may not be as well defined or realistic of 

catchment values, casting uncertainty surrounding the observed verse simulated goodness of 

fit that can increase even with unrealistic input parameter values (Seibert 1997). In ungauged 

catchments (no recorded data), the input data is estimated or assumed, and therefore there has 

to be confidence in the input data to accept the output data (Bergstrom 2006).  

  

2.6 New Zealand specific impact assessment  
The use of TopNet in New Zealand spans a wide range of hydrological modelling applications, 

including operational flow forecasting (McMillan et al. 2013; Ibbitt et al.  2005), the impacts 

of future climate change on catchment runoff (Gawith et al. 2012; Poyck et al. 2011; Srinivasan 

et al.  2011; Woods et al.  2008), and current national water accounting (Henderson et al. 2011). 

On impacts of climate change to future runoff, a consistent trend across New Zealand using a 

12 GCM ensemble suggests that under the IPCC SRES A1B ‘middle of the road’ scenario 

(IPCC 2000), precipitation and temperature will increase for both 2040 (2030-2049) and 2090 

(2080-2099) time periods (MfE 2008; Poyck et al. 2011; Srinivasan et al. 2011; Gawith et al. 

2012). As a result, the contribution of snowmelt to runoff is expected to decrease in spring with 

increased temperature. However, despite less meltwater contributing to spring runoff, the 

future runoff is expected to increase in winter and spring as a result of higher precipitation 

totals and less snow storage (Poyck et al. 2011; Gawith et al. 2012).     

The first paper to explore the use of TopNet as a freshwater modelling tool for the Clutha 

Catchment was Poyck et al. (2011). Three periods were investigated using TopNet: the 

calibration period (1980-1999), and two future periods (2030-2049, and 2080-2099). The 

model was calibrated using streamflow data from three areas of the catchment (Balclutha, 

Matukituki and the Lindis) recorded over 20 years and recorded a weekly NSE of 0.90 

(Balclutha), 0.81 (Lindis) and 0.86 (Matukituki). Future periods were run using a “middle of 

the road” (A1B) emissions data set from the IPCC Fourth Assessment Report. The results 
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showed there to be an increase in annual streamflow of around 6% in 2040, and 17% in 2090 

(Poyck et al.  2011), where the main focus of the research looked at climate change impacts to 

the snow pack and the resulting effects to runoff.  

A study very similar to Poyck et al. (2011) was conducted by Gawith et al. (2012). TopNet 

was run for the Lindis and Matukituki catchments also, with monthly NSE values of 0.69 and 

0.68 respectively over a 20-year observed period (1980 to 1999). When run for future climate 

change impact assessment, the authors used the same ensemble of GCMs as Poyck et al. (2011) 

and utilised the SRES A1B emissions scenario also. The results showed that there was a 

projected mean annual runoff increase of 7 % in 2040 and 12.8 % in 2090 for the Matukituki 

Catchment, and larger increases for the Lindis Catchment of 10 % in 2040 and 20.4 % in 2090. 

An example of TopNets other performance runs in New Zealand is demonstrated in Ibbitt et 

al.  (2005) where researchers ran the model for 14 river basins with previous observed flood 

data, in different climate regimes. Ten out of the 14 rivers studied showed medium to good 

accuracies (r2 = 70-90%).  

As evident, the use of the relatively complex model TopNet in New Zealand has worked 

reasonably well, returning good NSE and daily hydrograph replication between observed and 

simulated data (Gawith et al. 2012; Poyck et al. 2011; Srinivasan et al.  2011; Woods et al.  

2008). TopNet has successfully been used to model a range of different functions focused 

around how New Zealand’s freshwater is used and how it could be impacted by future changes 

to the climate, but performance against other models is rarely assessed. The complexity and 

time-consuming nature of TopNet could warrant the use of a simpler model like HBV-Light 

that has been used successfully in a small number of New Zealand studies (Koedyk and 

Kingston 2016), to essentially assess the same thing.  

 

2.7 Research Justification and Summary 
In New Zealand, the possibility of using a relatively simple hydrological model to perform 

essentially the same climate change impact assessment task as more complex hydrological 

models, essentially due to time and data constraints, is currently underexplored (Devi et al.  

2015). To assess and comment on the respective runoff outputs between a simple conceptual 

model to simulate future runoff under climate change conditions, and a complex one, it is 

advised to quantify, if possible, the magnitude of uncertainty inherently associated with all 
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aspects of hydrological modelling. The scope of research generally undertaken in New Zealand 

when assessing the potential impacts that climate change could have on freshwater resources, 

and the uncertainty associated with such investigations, primarily focuses on GCM and climate 

related uncertainty (Srinivasan et al. 2011; Poyck et al. 2011; Gawith et al. 2012), neglecting 

model related uncertainty. On a larger scale, Prudhomme and Davis et al. (2009, A) suggest 

hydrological model induced uncertainty is also overlooked in impact assessment research 

undertaken across the world.  

It has been suggested by Gosling and Arnell (2011), and Haddeland et al. (2011), that when 

using the same climate forcing scenario, the runoff simulation for a future time period may 

differ when assessed with alternate hydrological models, even if the respective models produce 

an acceptable result of an observed baseline period. The reason for lack of research surrounding 

hydrological uncertainty, and the use of alternative models over the same catchment, as 

suggested by Thompson et al. (2013), is that different models are invariably developed for 

different purposes, by different institutions, and rarely used for assessing the same climate 

change scenarios. The few researchers that have explored uncertainties associated with impact 

assessment studies (Dibike and Coulibaly 2005; Haddeland et al. 2011; Hagemann et al. 2012) 

have all suggested model-derived uncertainty may not be negligible, and therefore is an area 

of research that needs to be explored when undertaking model comparisons in New Zealand. 

It is argued that even complex hydrological models like TopNet do not provide better results, 

and the use of other distributed models such as the variable infiltration capacity model (VIC), 

HBV-Light, MIKESHE and SWAT, could prove valuable for time and data constraints of 

future research (Devi et al. 2015). The fully distributed hydrological model TopNet (Clark et 

al.  2008) was developed by the National Institute for Weather and Atmosphere (NIWA) and 

is New Zealand’s first national-scale water resources simulation model. Using TopNet, NIWA 

has successfully produced the most detailed national-scale water resources map to date, 

however, running and calibrating the model can prove difficult (Clark et al.  2008), and as 

TopNet was developed and is owned by NIWA, access to it is difficult, and not always granted. 

Use of the semi-distributed hydrological model HBV-Light (Seibert and Vis 2012) to assess 

the impact of climate change on freshwater catchments in New Zealand is limited and very 

much in its infancy, where the same could be said about most other models compared to the 

extensively used TopNet. However, the parent model of HBV-Light (HBV) has been proven 
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suitable for use in over 30 different countries, spanning most continents (Vehvilainen and 

Lohvansuu 1991; Vehvilainen and Huttunen 1997; Saelthun et al.   1998; 1999; Graham 2000).  

Furthermore, certain hydrological models perform better in different environments compared 

to others. Catchments with well-defined boundaries both vertically and laterally with accurate 

records of precipitation and climate records with a small amount of threshold driven processes 

would expect higher model performance (McMillan et al. 2016). Therefore, due to New 

Zealand’s diverse scales of geology, topography and the resulting climate complexity (Snelder 

and Biggs 2002), catchments such as the Shotover provide exemplary opportunities to assess 

model strengths and weaknesses, as such controls on catchment runoff should be strongly 

replicated through model performance (McMillan et al. 2016). If the HBV-Light model can 

reproduce observed runoff to similar or the same standard previously shown by TopNet, this 

research will provide confidence for the use of HBV-Light in simulating the future implications 

posed by climate change to New Zealand’s hydrological catchments. If proven useful, the 

applicability of this research will benefit scientists, conservational institutes, regional councils 

and students alike. The accessibility and simplicity of the hydrological modelling software 

HBV-Light in assessing future climate change impacts on New Zealand’s freshwater resources, 

will provide further understanding and knowledge surrounding potential effects to catchment 

characteristics. 
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Chapter Three  
Field Area and Methods 

 

 

The Shotover Catchment was chosen for this research as it provided three unique 

characteristics. Firstly, it is located in New Zealand’s largest Catchment, the Clutha, which 

drains snowmelt from the Southern Alps for large parts of the year, and as it is parallel to the 

main divide of the Alps, is subject to a very complex climate (Section 3.1 & 3.4). Secondly, 

the research’s second aim focuses on the comparison of HBV-Light and TopNets simulated 

runoff output, where TopNet has be shown to perform well in the Clutha, Lindis and Matukituki 

Catchments (Section 2.6), and therefore provides substantial insight into positives and 

negatives of TopNet in similar catchments like the Shotover. Thirdly, the Shotover Catchment 

has many hydrometric and climate stations situated throughout, providing a reasonable time 

period of overlapping catchment variables to run HBV-Light with.   

The following chapter has 9 sections (3.1 to 3.9) followed by a summary of the Chapter (3.10). 

Sections 3.1 to 3.4 details the geology, topography, soil composition, land cover, climate and 

hydrology of the Shotover Catchment. Section 3.5 explains the differences between the input 

data used to run both hydrological models and attempts to quantify the uncertainty that is 

introduced by the input data used i.e. point source data verse interpolation. Section 3.6 details 

the climate change emissions scenario used in this research and how the data was used. An 

overview of the hydrological models HBV-Light and TopNet are presented in Sections 3.7 and 

3.8 respectively and why TopNet was chosen as the model of comparison is explained. Section 

3.9 details the calibration procedure undertaken by this research, and what techniques were 

chosen to justify the use of HBV-Light to model future impacts of climate change on freshwater 

within the Shotover Catchment. 

 

3.1 Geology and Topography 
The Shotover catchment has a total area of 1078 km2 (Hicks et al. 2011), situated east of the 

main divide, separating the drier Central Otago region and the West Coast of New Zealand 

(Fig. 3.1). The Shotover River is deeply entrenched in a steeply walled valley except for the 
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uppermost and lowermost reaches which open out into wide shingle beaches, and is primarily 

controlled by the Harris Mountain range in the east of the catchment and the Richardson 

Mountain belt to the west, both aligned in a north to south orientation. Capping the upper 

Shotover catchment in the north is Mt Tyndall (2496 m) and Headlong Peak (2510), the second 

and third highest peaks within the catchment boundary. Much of the valley’s structure is 

geologically controlled by the steep-walled (20-50˚), predominantly schist, Richardson and 

Harris Mountains, that align the river channel in a north-south alignment, with a Strahler stream 

order of 6. The Shotover has a mean annual flood flow (based on observed records at the Bowen 

Peaks site from 1967 to 2002, Fig. 3.1) of 420 m3/s, with a range of 150 to 918 m3/s (Shotover 

Country – Plan Change 2010).  

The Shotover catchment’s elevation ranges from 300 m at the outwash confluence with the 

Kawarau River, to 2525 m (Centaur Peak) in the north-west, a part of the Richardson Ranges. 

Nineteen percent of the catchment area lies above 1500 m, 66 % lies between 900 m and 1500 

m, and the remaining 13 % between 300 m and 900 m (National Water and Soil Conservation 

Organisation 1977). The drainage pattern of the Shotover River is considered to be a ‘Trellis’ 

formation, as such structures tend to form between parallel, elongated landforms, often with 

regular tributary junctions forming at right angles, indicating geometric control of underlying 

structures (Bloom 1972; Clark et al.  2004). The two constraining mountain ranges have been 

significantly incised by tributaries draining west-east (Richardson Range) and east-west (Harris 

Range), including lower Stony Creek, Flood Burn, Sixteen Mile Creek, Glencairn Creek, and 

Moonlight Creek.   
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Figure 3.1: Map detailing the Shotover Catchment, near Queenstown, New Zealand. Listed 

on the map are possible climate stations that were and could have been used to construct an 

observed climate time series with which to run the HBV-Light hydrological model. 
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3.2 Soil  
The general soil trend (Fig. 3.2) from the bottom of the catchment (southeast) to the top 

(northwest) transitions from yellow-grey earths, through to yellow-brown earths, and higher 

up in the catchment to podzolized yellow-brown earths (Soil Bureau Bulletin 27 1968). 

Yellow-grey earths are associated with low elevation areas prone to drought (450–650 mm-yr) 

with average temperatures of 6–8.8 ˚C, whereas yellow-brown earths are thought to be more 

acclimatised to cooler (4.5–6 ˚C), wetter climates (600–900 mm-yr) observed at higher 

elevations (Brash and Beecroft 1987). Above 1800 m, scree slopes, bare rock and small areas 

of alpine soil occupy 13.4% of the catchment as slope steepness prevents hillside accumulation 

of vegetation, and exposed rock is weathered by intense frost action (McCraw 1956; 1966), 

fuelling scree aggregation. The majority of soils in the Shotover catchment comprise of upland 

and high-country yellow-brown earths, in the form of Moonlight and Dunstan steepland soils 

which are predisposed to erosion. Such soils are generally considered loose and friable as they 

are developed on slopes of more than 30˚, and once lost, are very difficult to replenish (McCraw 

1966). The lower reaches including Branches, Moonlight, Skippers and Sixteen Mile Creek 

areas are comprised of yellow-grey earths like Nevis and Teviot soils, similar to the properties 

of the yellow-brown Moonlight and Dunstan soils, however are less exposed to erosion as these 

catchments are flatter, e.g. terraces and rolling hills (McCraw 1966).  
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Figure 3.2: Soil map of the Shotover Catchment, New Zealand.  
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3.3 Land cover 
The dominant vegetation types of the Shotover Catchment (Fig. 3.3) are grassland, subalpine 

scrub and scattered distributions of mountain beech forest (Nothofagus solandri var. 

cliffortioides) up to 1000 m with an extreme limit of 1200 m. There are three main types of 

grassland present in the Shotover; snow tussock, low grassland tussock and sward grassland. 

Higher up in the catchment snow tussock (Chionochloa rigida) is completely dominant 

between 900 and 1800 m, but in some cases down to 600 m in the shady northwest side (Biggs 

et al. 1990). Manuka shrubland (Leptospermum scoparium) was also dominant below 900 m 

during the early 1960s, however, now occupies a considerably smaller portion of the mid to 

lower catchment though to be due to the introduction of manuka blight between 1961 and 1975. 

Through to the present, mainly due to burning and grazing lower down in the catchment (< 900 

m), low tussock grasslands have taken over, predominantly in the form of hard tussock 

(Festuca novae-zelandiae), however, blue tussock (Poa colensoi) is thought to dominate in 

small areas where conditions are favourable, anywhere up to 1700 m.   Subalpine shrub in the 

dominant form of Dracophyllum uniflorum also occurs up to 1700 m on the northern side, 

mainly in the shady aspects of the catchment (McCraw 1956). In the lower parts of the 

catchment sward grasslands in the form of browntop (Agrostis tenuis) replace low tussock 

grassland, predominantly from the Flood Burn and Shotover confluence (< 600 m) and lower 

(McCraw, 1966). 
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Figure 3.3: Land cover map of the Shotover Catchment, New Zealand.   
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3.4 Climate and Hydrology  
Due to moisture laden north-westerly trade winds, in conjunction with orographic uplift, parts 

of the Shotover (mainly the north-west) can receive an average annual rainfall of 7500 mm/yr-

1 in the upper reaches of the catchment (Tait et al. 2006). The lower catchment to the east of 

the main Southern Alps divide receives around 500 mm/yr-1 in the mid-lower reaches, however, 

some estimates for the north-east of the Shotover catchment suggest an annual average in 

excess of 5100 mm/yr-1, thought to be associated with a spill over effect (Fitzharris 2004). The 

20-year (1980 to 1999) monthly average for precipitation ranges from 67.3 mm in September 

to 93.7 mm in October, however precipitation is relatively constant throughout the entire year 

(Fig. 3.4). The 20-year average for monthly temperature ranges from 1.7°C in July to 14.1°C 

in January, with temperatures uniformly decreasing from January through to mid-winter in July 

and then continually increasing through to January again (Fig. 3.4). The 20-year average for 

monthly runoff depicts July having lowest with 62.9 mm and October to have the highest runoff 

with 136.7 mm (Fig. 3.4).   

 

Figure 3.4: Average monthly observed data (1980 to 1999) for precipitation, runoff and 

temperature from within the Shotover Catchment, Queenstown, New Zealand. 
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3.5 Input data  
The majority of hydrology based climate change impact assessment research typically uses 

models that have been calibrated based on 20-years (1980-1999) of observed data (e.g., Poyck 

et al. 2011; Srinivasan et al. 2011; Gawith et al. 2012). The challenge of establishing sufficient 

meteorological and hydrological data sets that coincide with each other over an extended period 

of time can be difficult (Table 3.1). Accurate overlapping physical records of precipitation, 

discharge and temperature in mountainous areas such as the Shotover are hard to establish, as 

the logistics and maintenance of recording and therefore quantifying such material is 

complicated, requiring considerable resource. A continuous data set between 01/01/1972 and 

31/12/1997 (26 years) was compiled for daily precipitation, catchment discharge, temperature 

and PET. Precipitation and discharge were measured in the Shotover catchment at Arthurs 

Point and Bowens Peak respectively (Fig. 3.1). The mean minimum and maximum 

temperatures were obtained from the NIWA climate station at Queenstown, about two 

kilometres outside of the Shotover catchment. PET was calculated by the Hargreaves method 

using daily records of the climate variables precipitation, from Arthurs Point, and minimum 

and maximum temperature from the Queenstown record.   

Table 3.1: Locations and recordable variables used as input data to run the HBV-Light hydrological model.  

 

Network 
Number  

Variable  Operating 
length 

Station 
Operator  

Latitude  Longitude  

Queenstown  I58061  Mean, Max 
and Min 

Temperature 
(˚C) 

01/01/1972-
Current 

N.I.W.A. -45.034 168.663 

Bowens Peak  75276 Runoff 
(mm/day) 

29/06/1967-
Current 

O.R.C. -44.996 168.639 

Arthur’s 
Point 

I48961 Precipitation  
(mm/day) 

01/03/1966-
31/10/2011 

N.I.W.A. -44.992 168.667 

       

3.5.1 Potential Evapotranspiration  

For the Shotover Catchment, insufficient meteorological data was available to calculate PET 

using the Penman-Monteith equation as there is no record of daily radiation, which is the 

preferred technique in climate modelling. Therefore, simplified empirical methods that require 

fewer input values for parameters can be used, depending on the type of land use, soil 

composition, elevation and latitude of the study site in question (Lu et al. 2005). For the 

Shotover catchment, the Hargreaves PET method (Hargreaves and Samani 1985) was used as 

the method is based on mean, minimum and maximum temperatures (Allen et al. 1998) that 
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are relatively easy to obtain. Hargreaves PET (mm/d-1) was calculated using the daily mean, 

minimum and maximum temperatures (˚C) from the Queenstown climate station (Station ID 

I58061) for the period between 01/01/1972 to 31/12/1997.  

3.5.2 Data Quality and Error 

The three stations chosen to represent hydrometric and meteorological variables within the 

Shotover catchment (Table 3.1) had an overlapping time-series of 36 years (01/01/1972 to 

31/10/2011). The decision to run HBV for 26 of 36 available years was due to missing data 

from the Arthurs Point precipitation record. When constructing the continuous daily time-step 

required to run HBV-Light, it was noted that for the years 2000–01 and 2003–08, that 

December was missing large periods of precipitation data, with some December months 

missing up to 15 days, due to the sampling officer being away (NIWA, personal 

communication).  

When using hydrological models, precision of input precipitation is the largest form of 

uncertainty (Seibert 1997). Therefore, as there is uncertainty as to what the precipitation is at 

Arthurs Point at certain periods in time between 1998 and 2008, the data was deemed 

insufficient for the validity of this research, leaving 26 years to be split into two 13-year periods 

as described in Klemes (1986) split-sample approach, one for calibration purposes (1972-1984) 

and the other for validation (1985-1997). The model uses a warm up period to allow the initial 

model conditions to settle out (Seibert 2005). One year (Seibert and Vis 2012) is considered 

appropriate for a warm up period (1972 for calibration and 1985 for validation), leaving two 

12-year periods to run the model with. The Bowens Peak discharge station was missing 4.03% 

(189 days) of the 26-year record, and temperature was missing 0.01% (two days). The process 

for remedying missing discharge days was to fill those days with the monthly average for that 

particular month, as HBV-Light requires continuous input data in order to run. The difference 

between doing this for discharge and doing it for precipitation is that, discharge in the Shotover 

is above zero m-3 s-1 all year round, therefore river flow is constant and backfilling weeks at a 

time is not advisable. Conversely, there may be long periods with no rainfall, and therefore 

using the average of a specific month to fill those gaps would give periods (some periods up to 

two weeks) constant rainfall which is unrealistic, especially in the peak of summer.  

3.5.3 TopNet Input Data 

The input data used to run TopNet is different from that used to run HBV-Light. Temperature 

and precipitation data used to run TopNet was obtained from the Virtual Climate Station 

Network (VCSN) (Cichota et al.  2008; Tait et al. 2006; Tait and Turner, 2005), while the 
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Priestley-Taylor method was used to calculate PET also using VCSN data, as the method is not 

dependant of actual observations of temperature (Clark et al. 2008). VCSN data are estimates 

of daily rainfall, potential evapotranspiration, air and vapour pressure, maximum and minimum 

air temperature, soil temperature, relative humidity, solar radiation, wind speed and soil 

moisture on a regular 5 km grid covering the whole of New Zealand since 1972. Finally, the 

observed discharge used to run TopNet was acquired from the National River Water Quality 

Network (NRWQN) that is administered by NIWA and the ORC, which is the only input data 

from the same source as used by HBV-Light.    

 

3.6 Climate Change Data and Method of Use 
Climate data and the source of climate change projections can have an effect on the runoff 

outputs between different models, or when the same model is run with different climate 

projections. Therefore, it is necessary to detail the source and suitability of the climate change 

data used in any climate change impact assessment research. The current research used runoff 

projections from an A1B-forced ensemble of 12 individual CMIP-3 GCMs (MfE 2008) for two 

future time periods (2030-49 & 2080-99) within the Shotover Catchment to assess the 

uncertainty associated between individual GCMs and a mean GCM ensemble projection of 

runoff between HBV-Light and TopNet.  

The 23 GCMs outlined in the IPCC (2007) Fourth Assessment report have greater spatial 

resolution than what was prepared for the Third Assessment (2001), however the resolution 

when simulating New Zealand climate patterns was still too coarse. Of those 23 GCMs 

developed by different research institutes in different countries, not all are suitable as viable 

estimates of any given locations climate. To account for the uncertainty associated with 

individual GCMs an ensemble of 12 were chosen from a group of 17 deemed by the MfE 

(2008) to be substantially more accurate when simulating observed climate records in New 

Zealand. The grid point spacing for the 12 GCMs chosen for downscaling varied between 

1.125° to 3.75° in longitude, and 0.56° to 2.5° in latitude at the equator. The 5 models rejected 

from the original 17 had coarser resolutions with 3 of them having grid spacing up to 5° in 

longitude.  

Due to the large degree of spacing between the grid points of the 12 GCMs, it was necessary 

to downscale them to incorporate the complexity of New Zealand’s topography. Statistical 

downscaling was applied to the 12 GCMs as described in Mullan et al. (2001) as a two-stage 
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process. First, the relationships between local climate variables are established, e.g. 

temperature and rainfall on the smaller catchment scale, and atmospheric pressure patterns and 

spatially averaged temperature on the larger scale. Secondly, the relationships established are 

applied to predicted GCM outputs allowing simulations of the local climate characteristics. The 

statistical downscaling algorithm was applied to all of New Zealand at a resolution of 0.05° 

latitude–longitude boxes, equating to 11,500 grid points over the entirety of the country, 

indicating the downscaling method is more precise than previous Ministry for the Environment 

(2004) observational dataset of just 58 temperature sites and 92 rainfall sites.    

Table 3.2: The 12 GCMs deemed suitable in representing climate aspects within the New Zealand context. 

Source: MfE (2008).   

Model Country 
 

Global change 
from 1990 to 
2090-2099 (°C) 

Change to  
2030–49 

Change to  
2080-99 

Global  
Avg (°C)  

NZ  
Avg (°C) 

Global  
Avg(°C) 

NZ  
Avg (°C) 

cccma_cgcm3 (Canada) 3.1 1.47 1.27 2.99 2.69 

cnrm_cm3 (France) 2.75 1.3 0.87 2.6 1.83 

csiro_mk30 (Australia) 1.98 0.65 0.54 1.84 1.13 

gfdl_cm20 (USA) 2.9 1.29 0.82 2.83 1.96 

gfdl_cm21 (USA) 2.53 1.31 1.22 2.44 2.16 

miroc32_hires (Japan) 4.34 2 1.35 4.15 3.44 

miub_echog (Germany/Korea) 2.86 1.19 1.12 2.76 2.23 

mpi_echam5 (Germany) 3.31 1.09 0.33 3.15 1.75 

mri_cgcm232 (Japan) 2.2 0.97 0.71 2.16 2.07 

ncar_ccsm30 (USA) 2.71 1.57 1.19 2.63 2.11 

ukmo_hadcm3 (UK) 2.9 1.24 0.66 2.79 1.56 

ukmo_hadgem1 (UK) 3.36 1.35 1.14 3.22 2.21 

 

The downscaled ensemble of 12 GCMs appear relatively consistent between 1990 and 2090 in 

their respective changes in temperature (Table 3.2). One group of individual GCMs 

(gfdl_cm20, miroc32_hires, mpi_echam5, mri_cgcm232) project that the North Island will see 

faster increases in temperature compared to the South Island. Another group of GCMs 

(cccma_cgcm3, csiro_mk30, ncar_ccsm30, ukmo_hadgem1) suggest higher temperature 

increases in the South Island. Another group of GCMs show slightly less agreement to the rest, 

with two models (csiro_mk30, mpi_echam5) projecting less warming with little to no north-

south temperature gradient, while one GCM (miroc32_hires) suggests higher temperature 

increases across both the North and South Islands. 
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Once the GCMs are decided upon and downscaled it is then necessary to establish a future 

emissions scenario to project how the climate will change, according to how the world adapts 

to energy use and how that impacts the amount of emissions trapping sunlight in the 

atmosphere, essentially increasing global air temperatures. The IPCC Working Group III 

(2000) developed a set of 6 climate emissions projections (A1FI, A1T, A1B, A2, B1, B2) 

known as the IPCC ‘SRES scenarios’ named after the report (Special Report on Emissions 

Scenarios). The 6 scenarios are based on how technology and energy use could evolve over the 

next 100 years (1999 to 2099), including the economic growth, global population and 

technological changes that future development could bring (MfE 2008).   

The A1 scenario is developed with rapid economic growth in mind and peak population growth 

occurring in the middle of the century which declines thereafter, where rapid economic growth 

is thought to be coupled with rapid technological advances in energy production, and a decrease 

in regional disparities of income per capita (IPCC 2007). The A1 ‘family’ contains three 

separate scenarios (A1F1, A1T, A1B) that are based on the worlds potential direction of change 

to its energy system. The A1F1 scenario describes a future that is still dependant of fossil fuels, 

and therefore higher emissions. A1T describes an energy system with no fossil fuel use, and 

therefore potentially no emissions are introduced to the atmosphere other than what is already 

there. The A1B scenario focuses on a balance between fossil fuels and renewable energy, or 

potentially an emissions free energy that hasn’t been discovered yet.     

The A1B scenario is considered a ‘middle of the road’ emissions scenario (Lopez et al. 2011), 

and therefore is chosen for this research as it encompasses a balanced, albeit realistic outlook 

on what the worlds energy system could look like in 100 years.  Under the A1B emissions 

scenario the average surface temperature change is projected to increase between 2.0°C and 

4.3°C globally from 1999 to 2099, with a best estimate of 2.8°C rise in temperature for the 12 

GCMs deemed suitable for the New Zealand context (MfE 2008). The use of an ensemble of 

12 GCMs deemed suitable for representing climate aspects in New Zealand’s diverse 

topography in conjunction with the IPCC SRES A1B climate change scenario chosen for this 

research follows previous standard practice also undertaken by other New Zealand climate 

change impact assessment studies e.g. Gawith et al. (2012) and Poyck et al. (2011). 
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3.7 The Hydrologiska Bryans Vattenavdelning (HBV) model 
The semi-distributed HBV (Fig. 3.5) hydrological model can allow the diversification of a 

catchment into separate elevation and vegetation zones, and between separate sub-catchments 

(Lindstrom et al.  1997). The HBV model (Eqn. 1) began development in the 1970’s 

(Bergstrom 1976) at the Swedish Meteorological and Hydrological Institute (SMHI), where 

the name HBV was derived from the Hydrologiska Bryans Vattenavdelning unit, originally 

designed to simulate discharge and pollution for use in Scandinavia (Bergstrom 1995). The 

original HBV model has since been used on most continents and over a wide range of 

catchments (Bergstrom 1995), being used for various applications in more than 30 countries, 

however, its use has mainly occurred in the Nordic countries (Vehvilainen and Lohvansuu 

1991; Vehvilainen and Huttunen 1997; Saelthun et al.  1998, 1999; Graham 2000).  

P - E – Q = d/dt (SP + SM + UZ + LZ + Lakes)           (Eqn 1) 

Where: 

P          = precipitation 

E          = evapotranspiration 

Q          = runoff 

SP        = snow pack 

SM       = soil moisture 

UZ        = upper groundwater zone 

LZ        = lower groundwater zone 

Lakes   = lake volume 

Since its conception, the model exists in several versions, but the HBV-light model is widely 

used in education, and was developed at the Uppsala University of Sweden, in 1993 (Seibert 

and Vis 2012). HBV-Light was created in the hopes of providing a simple Microsoft Windows 

version for research and education, with only two changes to the original equation of HBV 

(Seibert 2005). The routing parameter MAXBAS seen in Figure 3.5 as the last routing function 

before runoff is calculated, has been modified to allow values other than integers, which 

potentially aides precision of the time it takes runoff to move through the catchment and out to 

the end point. Secondly, the HBV-Light model uses a warming up period instead of initial 

states for parameter values. The range of values for HBV-Lights input parameters, and the 

values settled upon for this research can be seen in Table 3.3. 
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Figure 3.5: Visualised representation of the HBV-Light hydrological model, sourced from 

Driessen et al. (2010). 

 

HBV-Light has the ability to simulate run-off scenarios using observed meteorological time 

series data which could possibly be used for hazard analysis such as flood warnings for 

settlements, dam safety, reservoir operation, for data quality control, investigating potential 

catchment changes, for simulating discharge of ungauged catchments and the effects climate 

change might have on freshwater catchments (Seibert et al.  2005). The HBV-Light model 

simulates catchment discharge using a daily time step, derived from precipitation and air 

temperature time series, estimates of continuous potential evaporation rates on a daily time 

scale, although has the ability to use longer term monthly potential evapotranspiration (PET). 

The model can also account for snow, soil, groundwater and routing routines (Seibert and Vis 

2012).  

The HBV model, and therefore by extension HBV-Light, was originally designed to calculate 

PET using the Penman method described in Penman (1948) as the data can be adjusted for 
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temperature anomalies such as warm and cold periods associated with the El Niño-Southern 

Oscillation (ENSO) cycle (Lindstrom and Bergstrom 1992). However, it has been proposed 

that many different methods for PET can be used, depending on the type of land use, soil 

composition, elevation and latitude of the study site in question (Allen 1998). Precipitation that 

does not reach the soil and therefore would not be counted in PET equations can be calculated 

using the interception routine. The interception routine in a hydrological model accounts for 

the percentage of water intercepted and stored on the leaves and branches of trees, plants, and 

the forest floor (Johansson and Seuna 1994). For hydrological models that do not have an 

interception routine, which includes HBV-Light, PET is assumed as different constants 

depending on the canopy type (Herbst 2008), e.g., estimates between 10 % and 35% have been 

found for precipitation interception in broadleaved forests (Rutter et al.  1975; Rowe 1983), 

and 25 to 50% in coniferous forests (Gash et al.  1980; Johnson 1990). PET is a combination 

of air temperature, vegetation, elevation and precipitation, all of which depend largely on 

seasonal variation and is therefore difficult to estimate, and more so in models like HBV-Light 

as canopy interception is not calculated, and therefore creating further model uncertainty.  

Table 3.3: Set of adjustable parameters able to be calibrated in HBV-Light, along with the parameter values 

settled upon for this current research.  Table adapted from Driessen et al. (2010).  

Parameter Symbol Units Minimum 

Value (in 

HBV-Light) 

Maximum 

Value (in HBV-

Light) 

Study 

Value 

Threshold Temperature TT C* -infinity infinity 0.4 

Degree-day factor CFMAX mm*C-1d-1 0 infinity 3.6 

Snowfall correction factor SFCF  - 0 infinity 1.3 

Refreezing coefficient CFR  - 0 infinity 0.05 

Water holding capacity  CWH  - 0  infinity 0.1 

Maximum of soil moisture zone FC mm 50 500 100 

Threshold for evaporation reduction LP  - 0.3 1 0.5 

Shape coefficient  BETA  - 0.01 6 0.01 

Correction factor for pot. evapotrans. CET C-1 0 0.3 0.01 

Recession coefficient (upper stor.) K0 d-1 0.05 0.5 0.2 

Recession coefficient (upper stor.) K1 d-1 0.01 0.4 0.14 

Recession coefficient (lower stor.) K2 d-1 0.001 0.15 0.055 

Routing parameter MAXBAS d 1 7 1 

Maximum percolation PERC mm d-1 0 3 12 

Threshold for K0 to become K1 UZL mm 0 100 5 

 

The main control of catchment runoff within the HBV-Light model is the soil routine. 

Modification of the Bucket Theory is used to characterise the pathways between infiltration 
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and evaporation. Originally developed by Manabe (1969), the soil water balance bucket model 

(BM) is a lumped model that accounts for a single soil layer, which collects infiltration water 

until the storage capacity is full, essentially like a bucket holding water. The soil routine is 

based on three parameters: BETA, LP and FC. BETA is the parameter that determines the 

relative contribution to runoff from each millimetre of rain or snowmelt. LP is a soil moisture 

value above which ET reaches its potential value when water is continuously available, 

expressed as a fraction of FC, where FC is the maximum soil moisture storage possible in the 

model (Seibert 2005). The response routine is what transfers excess water from the soil 

moisture zone into catchment runoff. The response function accounts for both the upper surface 

runoff, and lower base-flow components that make up the hydrograph, essential in the response 

routine, where runoff is calculated as a function of water storage based on a percentage release 

from K1 and K2 at each time step (Seibert and Vis 2012).  

Snow accumulation of any hydrological model is a key component in simulating runoff as 

snow storage can hold or release large volumes of water during different times of the years, 

and is particularly relevant in catchments such as the Shotover due to its alpine setting. 

Precipitation that falls when air temperature (T) is below threshold temperature (PTT) will 

accumulate as snow, but needs to be multiplied by a snow correction factor (SFCF) to account 

for uncertainties such as poor catch efficiency of the rain gage, snow depth estimation and 

snowmelt volumes (Seibert 2005). Systematic errors associated with modelling sublimation of 

the snow pack and in the snowfall estimation can be accounted for using a PSCF (Seibert and 

Vis 2012). For all the routines in HBV-Light (snow storage, soil storage, upper and lower 

groundwater boxes), a warm up period is used to get the initial stores to values that 

appropriately reflect the current meteorological conditions, the parameters themselves however 

remain fixed, with one year is found to be sufficient time to do so (Seibert and Vis 2012). 

 

3.8 TopNet 
The fully distributed hydrological model TopNet (Clark et al.  2008) was developed by 

applying a kinematic wave routing algorithm (Goring 1994) to a pre-existing hydrological 

model (TOPMODEL). Originally designed for small watersheds (<1000 km2) by Beven and 

Kirkby (1979) and Beven et al.  (1995), Clark et al. (2008) produced a modelling system 

capable for application in large water sheds (>1000 km2). The key difference between the older 

version TOPMODEL and TopNet is that TopNet uses smaller sub-basins within a large 
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watershed as model elements (Bandaragoda et al.  2004). There are two fundamental 

components of the distributed hydrological model TopNet: (1) the ability to simulate water 

balance over a number of sub-catchments in a river basin, (2) and the ability to route stream 

flow from each sub-catchment to the basin outlet (Clark et al.  2008). The main TopNet 

parameters that need single point values to run are PET, canopy interception, soil component, 

saturated zone, routing component and precipitation interpolation data (Table 3.4, Fig. 3.6). 

Other parameters do not necessarily need a single value to run appropriately, but values for a 

series of parameters are required.  

Table 3.4: Parameters of the basin model component of TopNet. New Zealand River Environment Classification 

(REC), the New Zealand Land Resource Inventory (LRI) and the New Zealand Land Cover Database (LCDB). 

Sourced from Clark et al.  (2008).  

Parameter  Symbol 

(units) 

Description  Default 

value 

Data 

source 

Albedo χ 
 

- LCDBC 

Atmospheric lapse rate ɣ (Km-1) 
 

0.0065 Uniform  

Wetness index 
(frequency distribution) 

K1 

 

- RECA 

Stream distance 
(frequency distribution) 

X1 

 

- RECA 

Saturated store 
sensitivity  

m (m) Describes exponential decrease of conductivity with 
depth  

0.08 Uniform  

Saturated hydraulic 
conductivity  

K0 (m s-1) 
 

0.01 Uniform  

Drainable soil water  ɵdr Describes between saturation and field capacity  - LRIB 

Plant-available soil water  ɵpa Range between field capacity and wilting point  - LRIB 

Depth of soil  Zr 

 

- LRIB 

Exponent in drainage 
function  

c Describes drainage into saturated zone  - LRIB 

Wetting front suction  Ѱ (m) Parameter of Green-Ampt infiltration capacity  0.3 Uniform  

Overland flow velocity  V (m s-1) 
 

0.1 Uniform  

Canopy capacity  CC (m) 
 

- LCBC 

Evaporation 
enhancement  

Cr Increasing evaporation losses from interception  - LCBC 

 

The water balance module of TopNet is based on the original TOPMODEL concepts, where 

saturation excess surface flow and baseflow are both controlled by the subsurface storage 

component (Beven and Kirkby 1979). TOPMODEL, like TopNet, calculates the saturated 

surface area based on the assumption that water table depth no matter the location, relates to 
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the wetness index a/tan b, where a is the upstream area and tan b is the local slope. Baseflow 

is calculated as an exponential function of the spatial average of the depth to water table 

(McMillan et al. 2016). Other water balance module components represented are canopy 

interception and storage, snowpack and the soil zone. The three influences of canopy storage 

are simulated changes to rainfall, throughfall and canopy evaporation. The wetted leaf area is 

a function of canopy throughfall and evaporation. The inclusion of the three influences on 

canopy storage is important as the degree of precision in estimating the amount of rainfall to 

the runoff outlet that is intercepted is greater than other models (HBV-Light), but also provides 

another benefit. The third influence on canopy storage, the canopy evaporation, also provides 

greater precision in the amount of rainfall that is available for evaporation via AET processes 

and subsequently PET which can provide more in-depth analysis of real-world processes within 

a catchment. Snowfall and snow melt are tracked through the snowpack module through a 

simple degree day melt formulation. The soil zone module simulates evapotranspiration, 

drainage and infiltration, all of which are power functions of the soil water fraction (McMillan 

et al. 2016). Through a kinematic channel routing model, TopNet then combines all the stated 

variables that are associated with water balance for each sub-catchment into one routed 

streamflow, where it enters the basin outlet (Fig. 3.6).  

TopNet has two major components, namely a basin module and a flow routing module. To 

simulate unresolved stream channel mechanics such as the linkage and integration of 

hydrological processes at different scales (Bloschl and Sivapalan 1995), the runoff for each 

basin has a time delay. The time delay is simulated using the empirical frequency distribution 

of flow path lengths to calculate a conceptual store of residence time (McMillan et al 2016). 

The second component, the flow routine module, uses a one-dimensional Lagrangian kinematic 

scheme for resolved channel network variables, where the runoff is viewed as individual 

parcels propagating through an empirical drainage network (McMillan et al 2016), where each 

parcel is then calculated into kinematic wave channel flow (Fig. 3.6).   
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Figure 3.6: Schematic of how the hydrological model TopNet represents a catchment, 

sourced from Bandaragoda et al. (2004).  

3.8.1 Basis for TopNet as a model comparison  

Hydrological models operating in New Zealand catchments have been thought to require a 

comprehensive description of the hydro-climate landscapes, and diverse hydrological 

influences present. The use of TopNet in New Zealand as a tool for hydrological modelling has 

been justified as it includes vegetation and snow modules, infiltration-excess and saturation-

excess runoff, while also simulating the complex interactions between the water table and soil 

zones, with the ability to cover a wide range of river basins (Clark et al.  2008). TopNets 

comprehensive coverage of catchment variables (Table 3.4) allow for use in snow-influenced 

catchments, as it can simulate the effects of infiltration-excess and saturation-excess flow, and 

influences of catchments with different vegetation types, using a single model structure, which 

are reasonable justifications for use in New Zealand as a whole (McMillan et al. 2016). Another 

justification for the use of TopNet in New Zealand is the fact that the TopNet model was 

developed and is used by the National Institute of Water and Atmospheric Research (NIWA) 

as the primary component in flood forecasting for the whole of New Zealand (Clark et al.  

2007). The models modular structure makes it easy to apply new capabilities, and any new 

capabilities can be passed straight onto NIWA to aid and improve the models flood forecasting 

abilities (Clark et al.  2008). Furthermore, the use of TopNet to model the impacts that future 

climate change could have on freshwater availability was shown to be of success in Gawith et 
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al. (2012), Poyck et al. (2011) and Srinivasan et al. (2011) (Section 2.6) and is the basis for 

why TopNet was chosen as the comparison model for HBV-Light.  

The two main limitations of TopNet are the size of the model and obtaining access to use it. 

TopNet requires a large set of input data to fill the model parameters needed to successfully 

run the model, all of which have to be calibrated and validated against actual data 

measurements which can be incredibly time consuming and costly. As the model was 

developed by NIWA, access to it can be difficult and not always granted (Clark et al.  2008). 

Other limitations are noted by McMillan et al. (2011), such as, the use of a single groundwater 

store for each catchment and sub-catchment, and therefore not accounting for possible 

recession behaviours, no idealised account for possible subsurface flow between sub-

catchments through deep groundwater movement, and the lack of a glacier component.  An 

unpublished groundwater assessment study by the Otago Regional Council (ORC 2003) found 

that the Shotover Catchment had significant groundwater resources with which a highly 

transmissive connection is shared with Lake Wakatipu, Kawarau River and the Frankton Flats 

Aquifer. The lack of a deep groundwater component may limit the effectiveness of TopNets 

ability to satisfactorily replicate an observed data set within the Shotover Catchment.  

 

3.9 Calibration techniques  
For HBV-Light, the agreement between simulated and observed data sets for the calibration 

period was assessed using a monthly Nash-Sutcliffe Efficiency number (NSE), ranging from 

negative infinity to 1. The basic idea of a NSE value of 1 being a perfect fit of the observed 

and simulated flow (Nash and Sutcliffe 1970) and 0 or less indicating that using the mean 

observed runoff as the predictor is just as reliable as using the model, meaning the model is 

poor. The squaring of differences in observed and predicted flows is a limitation of an NSE 

value because it allows overestimation of large flows which neglects low flows, and thus 

presents the limitation of underestimating performance in low flows, and overestimates model 

performance in peak flows (Legates and McCabe 1999). Coupled with NSE values, visual 

comparison of the observed and simulated runoff’s timing and magnitude was undertaken, 

where an acceptable (visual) replication of the observed runoff was settled upon during the 

calibration process.  

It is noted that although calibration techniques were undertaken to try and justify the use of a 

hydrological model for future climate change impact assessment, there is further introduction 
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of uncertainty. Errors in model structure or input data can sometimes be compensated for by 

unrealistic parameter values (McMillan et al. 2016). For the most sensitive parameters (TT, 

CFMAX and SFCF) in HBV-Light a realistic range was determined based on prior knowledge 

of the catchment and values reported in other literature. Other parameters within the HBV-

Light model were altered to match the timing and volume of measured river runoff. The 

research in question used manual calibration techniques as opposed to the automatic Monte 

Carlo simulation provided by the HBV-Light software. The rationale behind this was because 

even though automatic calibration through a Monte Carlo approach provided higher NSE 

values, the daily and monthly simulated runoff were not as replicable visually as the observed 

runoff hydrograph. Therefore, a combination of statistical and visual aids was used to assess 

the effectiveness of HBV-Light in simulating an observed runoff data set during the calibration 

and validation process, where model performance was deemed satisfactory once a balance 

between the NSE and graphical outputs was achieved.  

3.9.1 TopNets Calibration 

TopNet is used in this research as a comparison model for HBV-Light, where the version of 

TopNet used is the same as the one seen in Poyck et al. (2011) and Gawith et al. (2012). TopNet 

was set up and calibrated for the Clutha Catchment as a whole using observed flow data from 

the Clutha Catchment itself and two smaller sub-catchments, the Matukituki and the Lindis. 

Therefore, it is important to note that the version of TopNet used in this research was not 

calibrated for the Shotover Catchment specifically. However, as TopNet was validated in both 

a relatively wet sub-catchment (Matukituki) and a relatively dry sub-catchment (Lindis), the 

model is considered a viable option for modelling all 2343 of the Clutha, including the 

Shotover. No other calibration procedures we undertaken in regards to TopNet in this research. 

Furthermore, the runoff data modelled by TopNet that is used for comparison to HBV-Light is 

the only part of the TopNet model that was provided by NIWA for this research and has not 

been altered in any way.      

The TopNet model was set up and calibrated against measured discharge from the Clutha 

Catchment as a whole using streamflow data from the Clutha (at Balclutha), and two sub 

catchments: the Matukituki and the Lindis. Initially, the spatial parameters, e.g. elevation 

distribution, wetness index, soil hydraulic conductivity, infiltration capacity, overland flow 

velocity were run using New Zealand River Environment Classification (REC), the New 

Zealand Land Resource Inventory (LRI) and New Zealand Land Cover Database (LCDB) 
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estimates. However, the estimated parameter values used from the REC, LRI and LCDB did 

not produce accurate simulations of observed river flow and therefore needed calibration.   

Calibration was undertaken by semi-automatically generating 5000 parameter sets for each of 

the three catchments (Clutha, Matukituki and the Lindis) that were restricted by plausible 

spatial and temporal values for the hydrological parameters, which were run from 01/09/1993 

to 31/12/1994 to account for high flow recordings in the beginning of 1994. For each of the 

three catchments, the 20 top performing parameter sets were used to run the model over a 20-

year period (1980-1999) where visual inspection between observed and simulated runoff 

outputs were undertaken for best fit. The size of the Clutha Catchment that TopNet was 

originally calibrated for meant that dimensionality of the model was limited by adjusting the 

spatial distribution of parameters uniformly, applying the settled upon parameter multipliers to 

all 2,343 sub-catchments in the Clutha, including the Shotover. Model evaluation of the 60 

parameter sets and resultant runoff outputs were assessed statistically through hourly NSE 

values of observed verse simulated runoff, a 20-year average of weekly observed verse 

simulated runoff that allowed for visual inspection of seasonal flow patterns and snow melt 

timing, and cumulative modelled verse observed runoff and rainfall plots that allow for an 

estimation of modelled actual evapotranspiration and an assessment of total volume of 

streamflow.      

 

3.10 Summary 
The Shotover Catchment was chosen as the field site for which to assess HBV-Lights ability 

to simulate an observed runoff data set due in part to its unique alpine setting close to the main 

divide of the Southern Alps which makes the climate and hydrology more complex than other 

catchments, and is a good challenge for testing HBV-Light. The hydrological model chosen 

for comparison, TopNet, has performed well in similar catchments to the Shotover, such as the 

Matukituki, while also performing well in catchments much larger like the Clutha, and much 

drier like the Lindis. Lastly, the Shotover catchment has many hydrometric and climate stations 

with which over-lapping continues data sets were able to be generated.  

The daily observed data used to construct a continuous 26-year timeline (1972 to 1997) for 

precipitation, temperature, discharge and PET was cut down from 38 years due to inaccuracies 

in the discharge collection data, where 26 years was deemed to be long enough for model 

calibration (1972 to 1984) and validation (1985 to 1997). An important point of this chapter is 
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differences between the input data used to run HBV-Light and TopNet (Section 3.5.3), and 

stems from the use of VCSN data which is based on the spatial interpolation of actual data 

observations, compared to single point data. TopNet was run using VSCN data for temperature 

and precipitation, while the Priestly-Taylor method used to calculate PET was also derived 

from VSCN data.  

Another important point of this chapter (Section 3.9.1) is that TopNet was not specifically 

calibrated for the Shotover Catchment like HBV-Light was. As the model is owned and 

operated by NIWA, it was kindly run for the Shotover Catchment for the purposes of this 

research. TopNet was calibrated for the Clutha Catchment in its entirety (21,960 km2), and 

used flow data from the Matukituki (799 km2) and Lindis (1045 km2) sub-catchments to 

validate the use of the model for all 2343 sub-catchments of the Clutha, including the Shotover. 

Through the use of statistical analysis such as NSE, PBIAS, RMSE and RSR values, and with 

the help of graphical aides like monthly runoff hydrographs and flow duration curves, HBV-

Light calibration methods detailed in Section 3.9 will be validated in Chapter Four.       
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Chapter Four 
Model Performance 

 

In this Chapter, the analysis of model performance will be presented through a combination of 

graphical and statistical analysis. The two most common forms of graphical analysis are 

hydrographs and percent exceedance probability graphs (Moriasi et al. 2007), more commonly 

referred to as a flow duration curve (FDC). Graphical analysis is considered an essential 

method of appropriate model evaluation (Legates and McCabe 1999), and therefore monthly 

discharge outputs (hydrographs) and FDCs will be investigated. Included in the graphical 

analysis, scatter plots will also be examined, accompanied by statistical analysis of the model 

output versus the observed data. Firstly, the comparison of river runoff between the observed 

runoff data and the simulated output for all three analysis periods; calibration (1972 to 1984), 

validation (1985 to 1997) and the combined data set referred to as the ‘all data years’ period 

(1972 to 1997), will be displayed and commented on (Section 4.1). The second method used 

to analyse model performance will be through the FDCs of all three data periods, as FDCs give 

an indication of how the model reacts to sudden changes in extreme discharge (Section 4.2). 

Thirdly, regression analysis was performed on three output periods to determine if a 

relationship exists between the observed and simulated variables (Section 4.3). Finally, the 

statistical evaluation techniques of monthly Nash-Sutcliffe Efficiency (NSE) values, percent 

bias (PBIAS) of the simulated data, root mean square error (RMSE) and the RMSE-

observations standard deviation ratio (RSR) are used to make inferences about the 

appropriateness of the simulated model output in relation to the observed catchment runoff 

(Section 4.4). Through the use of daily and monthly hydrographs, FDCs, NSE, RMSE, PBIAS 

and RSR values, a case will be made which will be the basis on which the hydrological model 

HBV-Light is argued to be acceptable to run for future climate scenarios within the Shotover 

Catchment in New Zealand. 
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4.1 Discharge Comparison  
Hydrographs are useful as they provide a visual representation of the simulated versus observed 

discharge as a time series plot over the intended study period, where both calibration and 

validation periods can be analysed separately (Moriasi et al. 2007). The importance of 

hydrographs is they allow identification of periods where there is a difference in the timing and 

magnitude of peak flows between the simulated and observed discharge (ASCE, 1993). For the 

purpose of this research, monthly hydrographs will be analysed to assess how individual 

months compare over the data set as a whole, however examples of where an individual year 

displays a strong NSE versus a poor NSE will be analysed in terms of their daily discharge 

hydrographs (Fig. 4.2 & 4.3).  

4.1.1 Average Monthly Discharge 

The average monthly hydrographs for the calibration, validation and total combined data years 

(Fig. 4.1 A, B & C) display good agreement between the simulated and observed data for the 

majority of the averaged months. What is a noticeable pattern between all three model runs 

however, is the simulated discharges slight inability to replicate peak observed discharge in 

October. All three runs display the same pattern in mid to late spring, where the model under-

simulates runoff by around 20-30 mm/month, most notably in the month of November in the 

validation data set (Fig. 4.1 B). Visually, the calibration data set (Fig. 4.1 A) appears the best 

fit, as the simulated output resembles the observed closely for the months of January to June, 

only slightly overestimating discharge. The calibration period also has the least difference in 

discharge out of the three model runs for October, November and December.  The calibration 

data set does however under simulate river flow in July and August to a higher degree than the 

validation period. The combined overall data set (Fig. 4.1 C) displays good agreement for 

monthly simulated versus observed discharge, as the simulated replicates the trends of the 

observed data for the majority of the year (January to early October), however fails to simulate 

the magnitude of peak discharge for October and November, but December is good. Overall, 

the modelled runoff most closely matches the overserved runoff during the calibration period, 

but matches the validation and all year’s period as well. Thus, the three data periods and their 

simulations indicate model stability as the simulation runoff has not over-fitted the observed 

data, showing the HBV-Light model has provided a realistic simulation of runoff flow outside 

of the calibration period.  
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Figure 4.1: Simulated versus the observed runoff comparisons between the calibration 

period (A), validation period (B), and the All Years data sets (C).  
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4.1.2 Average Daily Discharge  

The average daily observed and simulated time series for discharge can give an indication as 

to how well the simulated discharge replicates the observed discharge for a given year, or the 

entire time period. The daily NSE value for the calibration period (1973 to 1984) is 0.5638 

which is “satisfactory”, and for the whole-time period (1973 to 1998) is 0.4791, indicating the 

simulated versus observed data display a “satisfactory” relationship. Unlike monthly NSE that 

gives an indication of model fit over periods of time through smoothed averages of NSE, daily 

NSE allows the assessment of how the simulated runoff responds to individual meteorological 

forcing events. When representing NSE values for small periods of time (e.g. one year), 

monthly NSE produces 12 data points per year, and can be difficult to interpret as the 365 

variations of daily discharge are smoothed out into 12 monthly points. The extent of extra data 

points when looking at daily NSE allows individual days with high runoff to be more influential 

on NSE, where the monthly NSE smooths the higher than normal flow events. Therefore, it is 

beneficial to assess how the daily discharge can fluctuate within a single year, as daily data can 

provide a higher resolution of simulated versus observed runoff to assess how changes to 

parameter values during the calibrating period effects the peaks in runoff.   

The daily hydrographs of two individual years; 1982 (Fig. 4.2) and 1993 (Fig. 4.3), were 

selected for representation as they display the largest range of daily NSE between all of the 

single data years used in this research. The variation of NSE values were evenly distributed 

with 14 daily NSE values deemed ‘satisfactory’ and 12 deemed ‘poor’, with a range of 0.6693 

to -0.6416. The daily time series for 1982 (01/01/1982 to 31/12/1982) had a daily NSE of 

0.6693 which is considered ‘good’ (Moriasi et al. 2007), while 1993 (01/01/1993 to 

31/12/1993) displayed an ‘unsatisfactory’ NSE of (-0.6416). The 1982 time-series (Fig. 4.2) 

displays how the simulated runoff replicates the observed peaks in runoff to a good standard, 

whereby, most if not all observed peaks are matched by an increase in the simulated runoff. 

Also of note, is that after a peak in the simulated discharge, the output drops back down to base 

flow in relatively the same time frame as the observed runoff. In contrast, the 1993-time series 

output (Fig. 4.3) displays a simulated discharge output that overestimates the majority of the 

observed discharge peaks by upwards of 5 mm/day. Unlike 1982, the simulated baseflow fails 

to replicate the observed, whereby the simulated runoff takes more time to return to baseflow, 

and during some periods fails to return to observed altogether.  
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Figure 4.2: Daily time series hydrograph of a single year (1982).  

Figure 4.3: Daily time series hydrograph of a single year (1993).  

Differences in climate between 1982 and 1993 could be an important cause of variation in 

model performance noticed in the daily NSE outputs between the simulated and observed 

runoff. The 1982 year had slightly higher total rainfall (1042 mm) compared to 1993 (1003 

mm), only 3.9 %, and therefore not a likely cause of disparity between NSE variation. Further 

analysis of climate conditions between the two years shows that 1982 shows that 1982 has 34 
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days where the temperature was below 0°C compared to 17 days in 1993. Over the period of 

34 days in 1982 there was 31.6 mm of precipitation compared to 17.5 mm over the 17 days in 

1993, suggesting more snow was accumulated in 1982. The differences in temperature 

variation between the two years could have influenced the snowmelt leaving the catchment as 

discharge too. The days that HBV-Light simulated snowmelt to occur were similar, with 268 

days in 1982 and 282 days in 1993, however, there is a large disparity between the simulated 

snowmelt volumes. In 1982 HBV-Light simulated there was 13902 mm of total snowmelt 

compared to 18121 mm in 1993. The large variation in snowmelt between the two years 

indicate that HBV-Light may be overstimulating the actual snowmelt occurring in the 1993 

catchment and therefore unable to replicate the amount of discharge occurring which is why 

the model is returning an extremely poor NSE value. Due to the unpredictable nature of yearly 

atmospheric change and the inability of models to incorporate accurate knowledge of 

catchment climate and hydrological relationships, there is a need to strike a balance between 

acceptable NSE values and somewhat equal visual symmetry between observed and simulated 

runoff to have a viable acceptance of the model’s efficiency.  

 

4.2 Flow Duration Curves  
A flow duration curve (FDC) displays the percentage that a known discharge (observed) was 

under or overestimated by another stream flow record (simulated) over a period of time, and is 

a useful visual tool to analyse the relationship between magnitude and frequency of monthly 

discharge (Vogel and Fennessey 1995). The calibration period (Fig. 4.4 A) shows that the lower 

percentile (0-25 %) consistently underestimates the observed data in the order of 10-60 

mm/month, and overestimates observed by 5-10 mm/month between 40 and 65 %. Flow 

duration curves for the validation period (Fig. 4.4 B) and All Year’s (Fig. 4.4 C) model runs 

show good agreement of peak flows between the simulated and observed data sets. The 

validation period between 15 and 100 % show good agreement, with a minor deviation away 

from the observed between 80 and 90 %, in the order of 5 mm/month. Between 0 and 15 % 

there is more pronounced deviation away from the observed, in the order of 10-50 mm/month. 

The All Year’s simulated data set shows good agreement with the observed between 20 and 

100 %, and between 0 and 20 % the modelled discharge under simulates the observed by 5 

mm/month consistently, however, visually is a very good fit. Compared to the validation and 

All Year’s FDC, the calibration period under simulates discharge within the last 10 % (90-
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100%), indicating the models simulated base flow is lower than that of the observed, but 

general overall output is good. 
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Figure 4.4: Flow duration curve outputs between the observed and simulated runoff for the 

calibration period (A), validation period (B), and for both data sets combined (C). 
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4.3 Regression Analysis  
The output from the HBV-Light model can also be compared to the observed runoff by monthly 

scatter plots, to assess the strength of the relationship if present. A coefficient of correlation (r-

value) can determine how strong the relationship between the independent (X= observed) and 

dependent variables (Y= simulated) if one exists. Figure (4.5 A) indicates through an r-value 

of 0.7203 a strong relationship between the observed and simulated data sets for the calibration 

period. Visually, the spread of data points suggests a linear relationship with the months of 

higher discharge having more of a dispersed spread.  The validation data set (Fig. 4.5 B) also 

displays a strong r-value of 0.6125. However, with a difference ⁓0.1 less than the calibration 

periods r-value, is due to the increased dispersion of data points as the monthly discharge 

increases. The overall monthly observed versus simulated monthly discharge (Fig. 4.5 C) 

displays a strong r-value of 0.6512, as it is a combination of both the calibration and validation 

data sets.  

The greater spread of data points and difference in r-values presented in Figure 4.5 B compared 

to Figure 4.5 A suggests that the higher monthly discharge values seen in the validation data 

set is influencing the calibration confidence compared to the calibration period, due to a wider 

range of hydrological variation that is occurring in the validation period (Fig. 4.5 B).  Limiting 

the validation periods observed runoff to that of the calibration period of 250 mm/month or 

less, which removes the four largest runoff values, returns an R-value of 0.5486, which is quite 

a lot less (0.0639). The validation period has one simulated outlier of 350 mm/month compared 

to an observed runoff around 200 mm/month and when removed from the data returns an 

increased R-value of 0.6449, thus suggesting model performance is highly receptive to outliers. 

The observation can be made that the HBV-Light model performs better with higher observed 

runoff magnitudes, meaning more water in the system as suggested by (McMillan et al. 2016). 

Even though the calibration period had lower runoff magnitudes and a higher NSE value, that 

particular period was targeted for calibration which influenced parameter values to give a 

greater NSE/model performance.  
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Figure 4.5: Monthly observed versus simulated runoff scatterplots for the calibration period 

(1972 to 1984) (A), validation period (1985 to 1997) (B), and the All Years period (1972 to 

1997) (C). 
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4.4 Statistical Analysis 
Validation of a rainfall-runoff model is typically assessed through graphical analysis, however, 

can further be subject to analysis through statistical outputs (Table 4.1). Moriasi et al. (2007) 

suggest there are four common statistical methods of assessing a hydrological model’s ability 

to simulate discharge. These are a Nash-Sutcliffe Efficiency (NSE), a percent bias (PBIAS) of 

the simulated data, the root mean square error (RMSE) and the RMSE-observations standard 

deviation ratio (RSR).  

Table 4.1: NSE, RSR, PBIAS and RMSE output for the calibration (1973-1984), validation (1986-1997), and 

combined data sets (1973-1997). 

 
NSE  

(monthly) 
PBIAS 

(%) 
RMSE 

(mm/month) 
RSR 

(monthly) 

Calibration  0.717 2.4 26.15 0.53 

Validation  0.601 0 34.02 0.63 

All Years 0.644 1.49 30.46 0.59 

 

Monthly NSE (Nash and Sutcliffe 1970) is considered ‘good’ (0.65< NSE <0.75) for the 

calibration period, and ‘satisfactory’ (0.50 < NSE <0.65), for the validation and All Years data 

periods (Moriasi et al. 2007). The calibration period returns a monthly NSE value of 0.717, 

suggesting the model has a simulated output more representative of the observed data than the 

validation period, indicating a NSE of 0.601. The All Year’s data set shows the combination 

of the calibration and validation data sets as one continuous record, where the model simulated 

overall discharge with a NSE of 0.644 (satisfactory). PBIAS quantifies the magnitude to which 

the simulated data over or underestimates the observed output (Gupta et al. 1999). The lower 

the magnitude is to 0, the greater accuracy of the simulated data, where a negative PBIAS 

indicates overestimation, and positive values indicate underestimation (Gupta et al. 1999; 

Moriasi et al. 2007). The calibration period appears to have the highest PBIAS (2.4) indicating 

that the model under simulates the observed discharge by 2.4 %, however, is still a good result 

as anything below 10 % is considered a ‘very good’ fit (Donigian et al. 1983; Moriasi et al. 

2007). The validation period has a PBIAS of 0, indicating that the model is predicting the 

observed runoff. The combined data set has a PBIAS of 1.49 %, indicating that overall the 

model underestimates the observed runoff by a low-magnitude.  

Analysis of and RMSE and RSR values are commonly used to assess model error statistics 

(Chu and Shirmohammadi 2004; Singh et al. 2004), where a lower RMSE is considered more 

acceptable (Moriasi et al.  2007). RSR standardizes RMSE using the observations standard 
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deviation (Legates and McCabe, 1999). The calibration period displays the lowest RMSE at 

26.15 mm/month, indicating the least magnitude of difference between simulated and observed 

monthly discharge.  The validation period indicated the highest RMSE (34.02 mm/month), 

with a difference of more than 7 compared to the calibration period. Overall, the total data set 

returned an RMSE of 30.46 (mm/month). All three RMSE values are considered ‘very poor’ 

(Henriksen et al. 2008), as all model run periods show RMSE’s greater than 10. The RSR 

values calculated show the same pattern as the NSE and RMSE values, where the calibration 

period returns the best value (0.53), the validation value being less desired (0.63) and the All 

Year’s period being somewhere in the middle of the two values (0.59). According to Moriasi 

et al.  (2007), the calibration and All Years RSR can be considered ‘good’ (0.50 < RSR <0.60), 

while the validation period is ‘satisfactory’ (0.60 < RSR <0.70), where 0 is considered perfect.  

 

4.5 Calibration Comparisons of Other Studies  
The NSE values settled upon during the calibration can be compared to other impact 

assessment of climate change research that used the hydrological models HBV-Light and 

TopNet from within New Zealand (Table 4.2). The use of HBV-Light in the Shotover 

Catchment for this research had an NSE value (0.7) higher than Koedyk and Kingston (2016) 

who also used HBV-Light and is the only other published example of HBV-Light in New 

Zealand. Although Koedyk and Kingston (2016) used a catchment considered less Alpine and 

more highlands, is still research conducted using HBV-Light within New Zealand. Also of note 

is Gawith et al. (2012) who used TopNet in sub-catchments (Matukituki and Lindis) of the 

Clutha similar to the Shotover, which performed slightly lower than HBV-Light (0.68 & 0.69), 

while Poyck et al. (2011) for the same catchments (Matukituki & Lindis) also using TopNet, 

published NSE values of 0.86 and 0.81 respectively. However, Poyck et al. (2011) used a 20-

year average of weekly discharge, whereas the current research, Koedyk and Kingston (2016), 

and Gawith et al. (2012) all used monthly NSE average, and therefore using smoothed data 

could explain why Poyck et al. (2011) have higher NSE values. 
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Table 4.2: comparisons of model complexity and calibrated NSE values for similar research within the 

Southern Alps, New Zealand.   

Research Paper  Model Complexity Catchment Calibration 

NSE 

(monthly) 

Koedyk and Kingston (2016) HBV-Light Semi Waikaia 0.6 

Gawith et al. (2012) TopNet Fully Matukituki 0.68 
 

  Lindis 0.69 

Poyck et al. (2011) TopNet Fully Balclutha 0.9 
 

  Lindis 0.81 
 

  Matukituki   0.86 

 

4.6 TopNets Simulation of Observed Data 
Although TopNet has not been calibrated for the Shotover Catchment specifically, it is still 

important to know how realistically the model simulates catchment runoff, so that comparisons 

of runoff between the two models can be made with greater insight. On a monthly scale TopNet 

simulates spring melt runoff in the Shotover accurately for the month of October (Fig. 4.6). 

Leading up to peak runoff, May, June, July, August and September all simulate runoff 

relatively accurately to the observed. The warmer months month of the year, January, February, 

March, April, November and December all under simulate the observed runoff, with a 

maximum under simulation of 60 mm/month (42 %) in December. Over the 20-year baseline 

period (1980-1999) TopNet under simulates the observed Shotover runoff for almost all of the 

years except 1980 and 1999 (Fig. 4.7). From 1981 to 1998 there is a consistent margin between 

the observed and simulated runoffs, with the greatest under simulation of 440 mm in 1987. 

Interestingly, statistical analysis of TopNets simulation of observed catchment data returns a 

monthly NSE value of 0.71 for the 1980 to 1999 baseline period.    
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Figure 4.6: TopNets simulated 20-year (1980-1999) monthly average runoff verse observed 

data from within the Shotover Catchment, New Zealand.    

 

 

Figure 4.7: TopNets simulated 20-year (1980-1999) average runoff verse observed data from 

within the Shotover Catchment, New Zealand. 
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4.7 Summary  
Most literature agrees that the common practice for analysing a rainfall-runoff models ability 

to represent a known period of discharge is through the combined use of graphical and 

statistical techniques (Legates and McCabe 1999; Singh et al. 2004; Moriasi et al. 2007). 

Through the use of graphical aids (daily & monthly hydrographs, FDCs and scatterplots), the 

calibration and validation periods have been shown to visually represent the observed data sets 

to a good standard. The overall data set of 24 continuous years (1972-1997) show good overall 

visual comparison between the simulated and observed monthly discharge. The statistical 

analysis of the calibration and validation periods also suggest the HBV-Light model is justified 

to replicate a known observed discharge over a period of time within the Shotover Catchment 

of New Zealand. The NSE outputs were described as ‘good’ for calibration (0.72) and 

‘satisfactory’ for the validation (0.61) and All Years data sets. The PBIAS for all three data 

sets are described as ‘very good’. Lastly, the RSR for the calibration and All Years data sets 

was described as ‘good’ and the validation data set described as ‘satisfactory’. The three 

statistical tools NSE, PBIAS, and RSR were described based on the work of Moriasi et al. 

(2007), and RMSE as described by Henriksen et al. (2008). The suitability of using TopNet to 

simulate an observed data set from within the Shotover Catchment was also assessed, bearing 

in mind the model was not specifically calibrated for the Shotover. TopNet returned a ‘good’ 

monthly NSE (0.71), although under-estimated the warmer months, some by an extreme of 60 

mm (December). TopNet did however simulate the colder months very well, suggesting the 

model works better when more water is in the system.  
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Chapter Five 
Results 

 

In this section, there are two main lines of enquiry. Firstly, the potential impacts that future 

climate change may have on the Shotover Catchment as modelled by HBV-Light are presented 

(Section 5.1). Secondly, HBV-Lights scenario output variables are compared to that of TopNet, 

to make assumptions about HBV-Lights suitability for assessing the impact of climate change 

compared to a fully distributed hydrological model (Section 5.2). As previously stated (Section 

3.6), the climate change input data used to run HBV-Light and TopNet for the future scenario 

periods are the same, as provided by NIWA, where a “middle of the road” emissions scenario 

(A1B) was used, utilising a warming period with a magnitude of 2˚C. The difference being 

however, is in the way in which the respective models use the same input data sets. All 2040 

and 2090 scenario output data is shown using the average of the 12 suitable GCMS for the New 

Zealand context, when describing the potential impacts climate change could have on the 

Shotover Catchment, except for Figures 5.12 and 5.13 that show individual GCM outputs to 

assess GCM related uncertainty.  

The previous chapter (Chapter Four) used a calibration period of 1973-1997 labelled the ‘All 

Years’ period as it was the longest period of good quality data. As shown in Section 4.1.2, 

Figure 4.2, there are periods within the calibration timeframe that display lower or greater fit 

than the overall 26-year data period. The use of the ‘All Years’ data period helped the research 

to accomplish the first aim, which was to assess the suitability of HBV-Light to model an 

observed runoff data set within the Shotover Catchment. To accomplish the second aim of the 

research, HBV-Light was run with a ‘baseline’ data set from 1980-1999 to compare the runoff 

data provided by NIWA as modelled by TopNet for the same timeframe. In doing so, the 

current research is in line with other climate change impact assessment studies that compare 

changes from a baseline (1980-99) to two future periods (2030-49 & 2080-99).       

To assess the potential impacts of climate change as modelled through HBV-Light, Section 5.1 

will include the projected change suggested through the 20-year average of monthly runoff for 

all three scenario periods; 1990 (1980 – 1999), 2040 (2030 – 2049) and 2090 (2080 – 2099) 

using the GCM ensemble average (Fig. 5.1). The monthly change in runoff will then be 
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quantified as a percent change, as such analysis gives better visual representation of the 

potential change (Fig. 5.2). To better understand which variables are influencing runoff, 

precipitation and runoff will be compared to gain a sense of how precipitation increase 

contributes to runoff in both 2040 (Fig. 5.3) and 2090 (Fig. 5.4). Section 5.2 will present HBV-

Lights projected changes in future runoff compared to TopNets (Fig. 5.10 & 5.11), how each 

model simulates the GCM ensemble (Fig. 5.12 & 5.13), and some key outputs of the two 

models’ components, namely, soil moisture (Fig. 5.14) the snowpack (Fig. 5.15) and AET (Fig. 

5.16). Finally, a summary of HBV-Lights suggested impacts of climate change on basin 

characteristics will be concluded. 
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5.1 Changes in Monthly and Annual Runoff  
The HBV-Light model suggests there are differences in runoff between the 2040 and 2090 

scenario periods compared to the 1990 baseline, within the Shotover Catchment. The predicted 

2040 and 2090 runoff scenarios are presented through a 20-year monthly average of a 12 GCM 

ensemble suitable for the New Zealand climate (Fig. 5.1). HBV-Light suggests both 2040 and 

2090 will have an increased runoff period for February to August, where January and 

September appear to show a small increase in runoff. October and November have clear 

increases in runoff, however, of a smaller magnitude to that of the rest of the aforementioned 

months. An increase in runoff in 2090 compared to 2040 is also observed for the months of 

May, June, July and August.  

 

Figure 5.1: HBV-Light’s baseline and future scenario runoff comparisons using the GCM 

ensemble means for 2040 and 2090.   

 

 

The 20-year monthly average from the baseline to the two respective future scenarios (2040 

and 2090) can be quantified as a percentage increase (Fig. 5.2). The spring and summer months 

show the least amount of increase, with an increase in runoff between 1.8 % and 12 % in 2040. 

The winter months June, July and August, along with the last month of autumn (May) display 

the greatest increase in surface runoff with a range between 18 and 52 %. The 2090-time period 

displays the same characteristics as 2040, where the winter months display a continuing 
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increase in runoff from May to August, until the beginning of spring, where potential runoff 

decreases almost to the same level as the 1990 baseline. The range of increasing runoff in 2090 

however is almost double that of 2040, where at its peak in August, the potential increase in 

runoff reaches 90 %. The spring and summer months however show a smaller increase in runoff 

compared to 2040, where in January, HBV-Light suggests runoff will decrease slightly (-0.6 

%). These results therefore suggest that the amplification of seasonal increases and decreases 

in runoff will be more extreme in 2090 than that of 2040.  

 

 

Figure 5.2: Monthly percentage changes in HBV-Lights predicted future runoff scenarios 

from the observed baseline.  
 

5.1.1 Precipitation and Temperature influences on Runoff 

The comparison of seasonal runoff changes and projected changes in precipitation can help 

identify water balance factors that may be influencing such changes to catchment runoff. The 

projection of precipitation and runoff for both 2040 and 2090 suggests that it is not just changes 

in precipitation driving increased runoff (Fig. 5.3 & 5.4). Both 2040 and 2090 display 

similarities in their respective precipitation and runoff for the summer and autumn seasons, but 
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Therefore, it is suggested that other water balance components than just precipitation are 

influencing the projected changes during winter and spring.   

 

Figure 5.3: Comparison of predicted future changes to precipitation (modelled by NIWA) 

and runoff (modelled by HBV-Light) in 2040.  
 

 

Figure 5.4: Comparison of predicted future changes to precipitation (modelled by NIWA) 

and runoff (modelled by HBV-Light) in 2090. 
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used as input data to run HBV-Light (Fig. 5.5) shows how the ensemble of GCMs predict larger 

rainfall events. The differences between the largest precipitation event of 1990 and 2040 is 20 

mm, and 77 mm for 2090. The highest two percent of precipitation days appears to be of a 

higher magnitude in the future periods compared to the baseline.  

 

Figure 5.5: Comparison of changes to the top 5th percentile of precipitation between the 

observed baseline and the simulated 2040 and 2090-time periods.  

Temperature and precipitation increases are expected in New Zealand over the next 100 years 

(IPCC 2000, 2007; MfE 2008). Figure 5.6 displays how temperature is expected to rise within 

the Shotover Catchment on average by 2 ̊ C warmer in 2090 than the 1990 average of 8.4 ̊C. 

There appears to be no change to the temperature in spring between 1990 and 2040 when most 

of the snowpack would be expected to melt. The expected increase in precipitation is most 

pronounced from April through to December (Fig. 5.7). The greatest monthly increase between 

1990 and 2090 is in July, not during the peaks of both time periods that occur in August. The 

amount of precipitation increase appears to be larger between 1990 and 2040 compared from 

2040 to 2090, suggesting the rate of precipitation increase declines over the 100-year 

simulation period.   
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Figure 5.6: Expected changes to average monthly temperature from the observed baseline 

period to the predicted future 2040 and 2090-time periods. 

 

 

Figure 5.7: Expected changes to precipitation from the observed baseline period to the future 

predicted 2040 and 2090-time periods.  
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5.1.2 Changes in Intermediate Model Variables  

The snowpack output for 2040 and 2090 shows a decrease (Fig. 5.8) from the baseline. The 

2040 scenario shows a slight decrease in the amount of snow stored in the catchment for August 

and September, where from October to December, and January until March, the suggested rate 

of snow melt is equivalent to that of the 1990 baseline. There is a large decrease in snowpack 

for 2090 compared to both 1990 and 2040. The snowpack for the second half of the 2090 

scenario (June to December) is significantly less, and appears to flatten out over winter without 

reaching a sharp peak in August like that of 2040 and 1990. The yearly snowmelt contributing 

to runoff in 2090 compared to 1990 decreases by 41.7 %.  

Figure 5.8: Modelled changes to the snowpack as predicted through HBV-Light from the 

baseline period to the future 2040 and 2090-time periods. 
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November that is the same height as August, while 2090 shows the same November peak but 

however, is not to the same magnitude as in August. The IER for both future scenarios are 

concentrated around the late winter early spring months (Fig. 5.9), the same months where 

there is a maximum increase in precipitation (Fig. 5.3 & 5.4). 

 

 

Figure 5.9: Comparison of changes to infiltration excess runoff (IER) between the baseline 

period and future 2040 and 2090-time periods as modelled by HBV-Light.  

 

The IER as a percentage of runoff increases from 5.2 % in 1990 to 8.4 % in 2040 and 10.3 % 

in 2090 (Table 5.1). The IER as a percentage of runoff effectively doubles from 1990 to 2090, 

while at the same time the snowpack for 2090 is half that of 1990 (Fig. 5.8). The 20-year mean 

runoff average for each time period are also be numerically summarised in Table 5.1, clearly 
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Table 5.1: Comparison of projected changes to mean annual runoff and infiltration excess runoff (IER) as 

modelled by HBV-Light, between the 1990 baseline period and future 2040 and 2090-time periods.  

 

Year 
Runoff (mm) 

Runoff 
increase 

(mm) 

Runoff 
increase          

(%) 
IER 

(mm) IER (%) 

1990 1238.4 - - 64.0 5.2 

2040 1404.7 166.3 13.4 117.3 8.4 

2090 1454.3 216.0 17.4 150.1 10.3 

 

5.2 Comparison of HBV-Light and TopNet 
Understanding and quantifying the potential effects that future climate change could have on 

available freshwater resources are of great importance, especially in New Zealand, where 

agriculture and human consumption is heavily dependent on the freshwater resource. 

Streamflow represents the integrated response of almost all catchment characteristics, and is 

essential to quantify such changes to runoff as any variation in flow could result from impacts 

associated with hydrologic inputs from the surrounding catchment area (Jiang et al. 2007). As 

climate change is expected to influence all aspects of catchment hydrology and not just runoff, 

this study will compare the outputs of soil moisture, snow, AET and IER between HBV-Light 

and TopNet. 

The variation of 12 individual GCM runoff projections for 2040 (Fig. 5.12) and 2090 (Fig. 

5.13) will also be displayed as a percentage increase from the 1990 baseline scenario. All other 

comparisons are expressed as actual projected change from HBV-Light and TopNets respective 

baselines. Comparisons between hydrological response variables of 20-year monthly average 

runoff (Fig. 5.10 & 5.11), soil moisture (Fig. 5.14), snowpack (Fig. 5.15) and AET (Fig. 5.16) 

for outputs from both HBV-Light and TopNet will be made for the 2090-time period, as it is 

the most uncertain period due to the potential increased variation of climatological conditions 

from the present.  

5.2.1 Comparison of Projected Change in Annual Runoff  

For the 2040 scenario period (Fig. 5.10), HBV-Light simulates higher runoff compared to 

TopNet.  The average of the 12 GCMs differs from a runoff increase of 13.4% for HBV-Light 

and 10.3% for TopNet, a difference of 3.1%. HBV-Light has a smaller range of GCM runoff 

projections from 7.9% to 21% (13.2%) while TopNet has a GCM output range of 2.3% to 

23.8% (21.5%). Only GCM 6 predicts a higher runoff increase by TopNet than HBV-Light in 

2040. In comparison, the 2090 scenario (Fig. 5.11) shows TopNet has a higher increase in 
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potential runoff. The average of the 12 GCMs suggest that TopNet projects an increase in 

runoff at 18.9%, and HBV-Light an increase of 17.3%, a difference of just 1.7%. Like 2040, 

HBV-Light has a smaller range (6.1 to 29.1%) of projected GCM runoff outputs compared to 

TopNet (1.4 to 37.9%), with ranges of 23% and 36.6% respectively. Unlike 2040, the GCM 

projections show HBV-Light to simulate less runoff in 9 of TopNets 12 projected GCM 

outputs, where the three GCMs that simulate higher runoff (GCMs 2, 7 & 10) are all less than 

10%.  

 

 
 

Figure 5.10: Comparison of the changes to runoff for 12 individual GCMs and the average 

GCM mean ensemble as modelled by HBV-Light and TopNet for the 2040-time period.   
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Figure 5.11: Comparison of the changes to runoff for 12 individual GCMs and the average 

GCM mean ensemble as modelled by HBV-Light and TopNet for the 2090-time period.   
 

5.2.2 Comparison of Projected Change in Monthly Runoff 

Figures 5.12 and 5.13 show projected change in monthly Shotover Catchment runoff for the 

2040 and 2090 future scenario periods, using individual GCM forcing as well as the ensemble 

mean and 1990 baseline mean. HBV-Light’s GCM spread is wider than TopNets for the 2040-

time period. The months from January to July show a slight increase in mean runoff in HBV-

Light compared to TopNet that shows none. For July and August HBV-Light projects an 

increase in runoff for all 12 GCMs scenarios, two months earlier than TopNet, which suggests 

the expected increase in runoff begins in the spring time months of September and October. 
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Figure 5.12: Representation of the spread in monthly runoff for the 12 individual GCMs, and 

the GCM ensemble mean.  

 

The 2090 model outputs (Fig. 5.13) have a wider degree of variation compared to 2040 for 

both hydrological models. HBV-Light’s mean ensemble begins to deviate from the baseline as 

early as March (autumn), whereas TopNets mean ensemble begins later in autumn, May and 

June. The majority of TopNet GCMs (10) suggests an increase in early spring runoff, where 

HBV-Light shows no increase in spring runoff. The baseline scenarios of HBV-Light and 

TopNet differ slightly as well. HBV-Lights baseline decreases from March through to July, 

whereas TopNet increase steadily from February until June, and increases again from July 
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through to October. The summer time GCM spread for HBV-Light is more varied than that of 

TopNets, suggesting more uncertainty in the higher runoff flow of HBV-Light.   

 

 

Figure 5.13: Representation of the spread in monthly runoff for the 12 individual GCMs, and 

the GCM ensemble mean.  
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estimates TopNet soil moisture by 300 mm/yr-1. The range of monthly soil moisture values 

differs greatly. TopNet has a maximum of 832 mm/month for August, and a minimum of 183 

mm/month for February. HBV-Light like TopNet has a maximum soil moisture content in 

August, and minimum in February, however as stated, is under-estimated significantly, with a 

maximum content of 267 mm/month and minimum of 36 mm/month.  

 

 

Figure 5.14: Comparison of the amount of soil moisture present within the Shotover 

Catchment for the 2090-time period as projected by HBV-Light and TopNet.  

 

The amount of snow in a system is quantified differently between HBV-Light and TopNet. 

HBV-Light measures snow as the amount of frozen water (mm) stored in the catchment, 

whereas TopNet works out the amount of snowmelt that is contributing to runoff (kg/m2). 

Therefore, it is beneficial to analysis both model’s estimation of snow in the catchment on 

separate axis, and comment on the observable monthly changes (Fig. 5.15). HBV-Light follows 

a standard rate of freezing and melting cycle, where late autumn (April and May) the 

temperature in the catchment is cold enough to store snow, and melt time begins in late winter 

(August), as previously stated earlier. TopNet, even though is displaying the amount of 

snowmelt to contribute to runoff, suggests that once warmer temperatures in spring are present, 

the rate of melt water contributing to runoff steadily decreases.     
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Figure 5.15: Comparison of snow storage within the Shotover Catchment as projected by 

HBV-Light and TopNet for the future 2090-time period.  
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Figure 5.16: Comparison of the actual evapotranspiration as projected by HBV-Light and 

TopNet for the future 2090-time period.  

 

5.3 Summary 
In this Chapter, the potential changes to catchment hydrology and their water balance variables 

under future climate forcing, as simulated through the HBV-Light hydrological model were 

analysed (Section 5.1), which were then compared to the possible impacts as modelled by 

TopNet (Section 5.2). Future monthly runoff is suggested to increase in both 2040 and 2090 as 

simulated by HBV-Light, with 2090 expected to increase its monthly runoff for August by 

double that of the baseline period (a 90 % increase). Actual changes to precipitation were 

plotted against runoff for both future scenarios, where the inference was made that precipitation 

alone was not responsible for the increase in runoff later winter, as runoff increased by a greater 

magnitude than precipitation during the winter and spring months. The amount of precipitation 

stored in the catchment as the snowpack was then analysed. It was suggested that the snowpack, 

and therefore contribution of snowmelt to runoff, is set to decrease by almost half from the 

baseline period to the 2090 scenario (41.7 %), but snowpack from the baseline to 2040 only 

decreases by 8.3 %, while all three periods continue to show signs of melt from early spring 

(September). Finally, the impact on infiltration excess runoff (IER) was analysed to better 

understand how high precipitation events would behave when moving through the catchment. 

HBV-Light suggests that excess runoff as a percentage of runoff will increase by roughly 50% 
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from 1990 (5.2 % of runoff) to 2040 (8.4 % of runoff), and again from 2040 to 2090 (10.3 % 

of runoff).  

Table 5.2: Summary table for key changes to yearly variables from 1990 to 2040 and 2090 as simulated by HBV-

Light.    

Time 
period 

Precipitation 
(%) 

Temperatur
e  

(°C) 

Yearly 
(%) 

Snowmelt 
(%) 

Soil 
moisture 

(%) 

AET  
(%) 

IER 
(%) 

2040 13 1 13.4 -8.30 28.10 11.20 8.40 

2090 18.6 2 17.4 -41.7 16.8 17.0 10.3 

 

The second section of the chapter (Section 5.2) focused on the comparisons between HBV-

Light and TopNets runoff, soil moisture and AET outputs for the 2090-time period in order to 

gain a sense of how realistic HBV-Light reproduces the impacts that climate change could have 

on freshwater compared to an already proven, albeit more complex hydrological model. The 

20-year average for an ensemble of 12 GCMs suggests in 2040 that HBV-Light over-estimates 

the percentage increase as modelled by TopNet. All bar one GCM (GCM 6) showed HBV-

Light to over-simulate TopNet. In contrast, the GCM ensemble suggests HBV-Light 

underestimates the increase in runoff modelled by TopNet, where 3 out of the 12 GCMs (2, 7 

& 10) showed HBV-Light to overestimate TopNets runoff. The monthly spread of GCMs for 

2040 shows an earlier increase in runoff as modelled by HBV-Light (July & August), than that 

of TopNet (September and October). The 2090 GCM spread suggests a much earlier increase 

in runoff from May to August as modelled by HBV-Light, whereas the TopNet models an 

increase in runoff for July and September only. The soil moisture contents of both models show 

similar monthly variation, however the quantification of HBV-Lights soil moisture consistently 

under-estimates that of TopNet by 300 mm/yr-1. Finally, the visual comparison of AET 

suggests HBV-Light increases earlier from July to September, whereas TopNet suggests a 

similar increase in AET although beginning later in August, through to a peak in September.  
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Chapter Six 
Discussion 

 

The ability to understand future climatic changes to precipitation and temperature, and the 

associated changes to catchment processes such as storage, evapotranspiration, soil moisture, 

snow melt and infiltration allows for more robust analysis of the future impacts climate change 

could have on New Zealand’s freshwater catchments. Understanding such changes also 

requires detailed knowledge of the surrounding uncertainty of input data, model structure, 

calibration and the uncertainty surrounding the outputs, before any conclusions are drawn on 

overall runoff output. Despite the acknowledged limitations of distributed conceptual 

hydrological models, researchers continue to use and refine such models for climate change 

impact assessments, due to their relatively cheap and time efficient calibration advantage that 

otherwise would be introduced through physically based field work calibration.  

 

The comparison of simulated runoff between models of differing complexity could yield 

benefits for any research that is economically, temporally quantitatively challenged, and wishes 

to substitute a fully-distributed hydrological model for a semi-distributed hydrological model 

such as HBV-Light. The aim of this research was firstly to determine whether a relatively 

simple hydrological model can realistically simulate an observed flow in an alpine catchment 

in New Zealand. Secondly, if a simple model can realistically simulate an alpine flow, compare 

projected future climate change impacts on river flow between the simple hydrological model 

and that of a complex model.  On that basis, the following chapter is divided into three parts. 

Firstly, in section 6.1, the results of HBV-Lights impact assessment of future climate change 

under the A1B scenario, and the possible reasons for changes to catchment runoff and processes 

are discussed. Section 6.2 highlights key differences between the two hydrological models that 

could contribute to the respective assessments made surrounding future climate forcing and the 

impact to catchment hydrology. The differences in model outputs of catchment processes such 

as snowmelt, soil moisture and actual evapotranspiration (AET) are evaluated and commented 

on in Section 6.3. Section 6.4 attempts to evaluate the key differences between the two models 

and justify which model is more suitable within the New Zealand context. Section 6.5 details 

the uncertainty of hydrological modelling and limitations surrounding the research in question 
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are reviewed, where possible improvements to model performance is discussed, followed by a 

summer of the chapter in Section 6.6.   

 

6.1 HBV-Lights Simulation of Climate Change  
HBV-Lights validation period indicated the model was sufficient in representing an observed 

river flow within the Shotover Catchment (Section 4). Therefore, the next step in this research 

was to run the model with climate forcing data, to gauge what would happen to water balance 

components under an increase in annual temperature of 1 ˚C (2040) and 2 ˚C (2090) under the 

A1B scenario (MfE 2008) for two future time periods; 2030 to 2049 and 2080 to 2099 

respectively. In the Shotover catchment, HBV-Light suggests through the GCM ensemble 

mean that both time periods would see an increase in monthly runoff (Fig. 5.1), with the largest 

increase occurring in winter (Fig. 5.2). Thus, through the use of monthly runoff figures (Fig. 

5.1) and percentage change of future runoff (Fig. 5.2) as modelled by HBV-Light, it is evident 

that climate change will increase the amount of runoff, but reduce the range of runoff between 

the highest and lowest months in 2090 compared to the baseline within the Shotover 

Catchment.  

 

6.1.1 Annual changes in runoff 

The seasonal changes identified for the 2040 and 2090 time periods also suggest climate change 

will have an impact on annual runoff within the Shotover Catchment (Table 5.1). It is predicted 

that in 2040 runoff per year will increase by 13 % (166.34 mm) and 17 % (215.99 mm) in 2090. 

Poyck et al. (2011) predicted streamflow for the Clutha catchment using the same ensemble of 

12 GCMs as this current research, and found that there would be an increase of around 6 % in 

2040, and 10 % in 2090, lower than that of HBV-Lights prediction. Gawith et al. (2012) 

suggested that runoff in the Matukituki Catchment would increase by 7 % in 2040 and 13 % in 

2090, while for the Lindis Catchment, increases of 10 % and 20 % were recorded for 2040 and 

2090 respectively. The spread of annual average increases in runoff seem to be relatively 

consistent between all of the Clutha sub-catchments studied, with the relatively minor 

differences of 3 ̶ 7% explained by either change in catchment specific precipitation or model 

assumptions between HBV-Light (Shotover) and TopNet (Matukituki and Lindis). In regard to 

the projections of annual runoff increase as suggested by HBV-Light, the model appears to be 

in line with current research for annual runoff increase in the surrounding catchments (Gawith 

et al. 2012). The ability to reproduce annual changes to runoff under climate change gives 

credibility to the overarching research question of whether or not HBV-Light is complex 
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enough to produce potential climate change impacts on future river flow to the same standard 

as TopNet, detailed more in Section 6.2. 

 

6.1.2 Seasonal changes in runoff 

The extent of autumn and winter runoff change as modelled by HBV-Light (Fig. 5.2) where 

autumn and winter is expected to see a large increase in runoff, as high as 90 % in August, is 

somewhat different to previous studies of climate change impact assessment conducted within 

the same Catchment, the Clutha, and two of its tributaries, the Matukituki and the Lindis sub-

catchments. A climate change impact assessment study similar to the present research was 

carried out on the Matukituki (799 km2) and Lindis (1045 km2) catchments, sub-basins of the 

Clutha Catchment (21,960 km2), the same catchment that the Shotover (1078 km2) is a sub-

catchment of. Gawith et al. (2012), using TopNet, suggested that the largest increase in runoff 

for the 2090 Matukituki Catchment will occur close to the lowest monthly baseline flow, in 

August, the same timing as seen with HBV-Light for the Shotover (Fig. 5.2). For the second 

catchment studied by Gawith et al. (2012), the Lindis, the highest suggested 2090 monthly 

runoff increase occurs in August, the same month as suggested for the Matukituki and by HBV-

Light for the Shotover. The difference being however, that in the Lindis, the largest runoff 

increase occurs during the highest baseline flow which is August, where in contrast HBV-Light 

displays October having the highest monthly baseline flow, the same as the Matukituki. 

 

The observed differences in peak flow within the baselines of the Matukituki, Lindis and 

Shotover rivers respectively can be attributed to the different physical environments, and could 

be why the 2090-time period displays runoff peaks that vary between the three rivers. The 

Matukituki and Shotover Catchments are closer to the main divide of the Southern Alps and 

therefore receive more precipitation, up to 5000 and 7500 mm/year respectively in the 

headwaters, whereas the Lindis is further east in more of a potential rain shadow, only receiving 

between 500-1000 mm/year. Due to the elevation of the Matukituki (300-3000 masl) and 

Shotover Catchments (300-2525 masl) being considerably higher than the Lindis (220-1925 

masl), there are lower temperatures and more snow accumulation which contributes to 

snowmelt and hence more runoff during the warmer spring months. As there are no glaciers in 

the Lindis Catchment the overall influence of snow storage and consequential melt is small, as 

only seasonal snow melt contributes to runoff which in comparison to the Shotover and 

Matukituki Catchments is small, and is why the Lindis catchment experiences low flows in 

summer (Poyck et al. 2011).    
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The similarities between the physical environments of the Matukituki and the Shotover 

catchments compared to the Lindis Catchment provides the basis for interpretation of the 

results. As there are similarities between the results of HBV-Lights climate change impact 

assessment of the Shotover and TopNets representation of the Matukituki Catchment, and that 

there are similarities between the catchment characteristics of the two, it is highlighted that 

HBV-Light appears to provide physically realistic simulations of future climate change 

impacts. The difference in characteristics between the Shotover and the Lindis Catchments, 

and the respective differences in peak runoff results also suggest HBV-Light responds well in 

representing the impacts that climate change could have on freshwater resources in the 

Southern Alps.   

 

Running HBV-Light with the GCM ensemble for runoff shows an increase of up to 50 % in 

2040 and 90 % in 2090 for August (Fig. 5.2). The magnitude in runoff changes as modelled by 

HBV-Light from the baseline is somewhat unexpected as other studies suggest smaller 

increases in 2090 for August of around 50% in the Lindis, 46% in the Matukituki (Gawith et 

al. 2012), and 37 % for the Clutha (Poyck et al. 2011). Furthermore, the timing of seasonal 

change is different between the Clutha and some of its sub-catchments. The Shotover 

Catchment shows increases in runoff using the GCM ensemble mean from February through 

to December for 2090 (Fig. 5.2), April to October for the Matukituki and May through to 

October for the Lindis (Gawith et al. 2012). For the Clutha, seasonal changes to runoff only 

see increases for June to early October (Poyck et al. 2011), but the three smaller sub-catchments 

of the Clutha (Shotover, Matukituki and Lindis) see similar periods of increased runoff, or at 

least see increases earlier in the year compared to the Clutha. 

The result of studies by Poyck et al. (2011), Gawith et al. (2012) and this current one can 

indicate how the location and the scale of a catchment influences changes in runoff and 

potentially how different catchments will respond to climate change, as all three of the 

respective research methods are very similar. Although the research by Poyck et al. (2011) was 

conducted in the Clutha Catchment as a whole, the runoff output was focussed near the 

catchment outlet close to Balclutha. Runoff at the outlet for the Clutha Catchment is dominated 

by what happens in the headwaters such as the Shotover, Matukituki and Lindis Catchments, 

however the size of the catchment, roughly 22,000 km2, which dampens the variability of high 

flow events in the upper catchment. For catchments such as the Shotover, Matukituki and the 

Lindis, all of which are considerably smaller than the Clutha will show high precipitation 
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events corresponding with a greater or more pronounced runoff response, as a smaller volume 

of water takes less input to register change (McGlynn et al. 2004). For the same magnitude of 

seasonal runoff change to be seen in the Clutha outlet point, more of the Clutha’s tributaries 

upstream must undergo changes to seasonal runoff as the volume of the Clutha is so large. For 

all of the tributaries to undergo pronounced runoff increases large enough to influence a runoff 

response in the Clutha, to the same magnitude and frequency as the smaller tributaries can 

experience, there would need to be a relatively large-scale climate event. The location of all 

the tributaries means that very rarely all the tributaries will receive precipitation at once, 

indicating the scale of the Clutha is so large that the locations of the tributaries play a significant 

role in its runoff, as not all tributaries receive the same changes to precipitation. Therefore, for 

the impacts of climate change to influence the Clutha in the same magnitude as the smaller 

Matukituki, Lindis and Shotover tributaries, a large majority of the tributaries will need to be 

impacted by climate change and receive relatively the same increases or decreases in 

precipitation.   

The extra months that see increases in runoff for sub-basins of the Clutha (Shotover, Matukituki 

and Lindis), and how the Clutha does not, could be attributed to a lagging effect.  As the 

distance from the headwater catchments to the Clutha outlet is so large, the extra increase in 

runoff could be lost to storage processes such as evaporation, groundwater, or consumption 

uses like irrigation and drinking supply for towns. Therefore, any noticeable increase in runoff 

at the Clutha end due to the length of the river and its volume could require a gradual build-up 

of increases to runoff in the sub-catchments further inland, like the Shotover. Hydrological 

modelling of mesoscale catchments is often adversely affected by a lack of adequate 

information about specific site conditions (Montzka et al. 2008). The amount of lag present in 

the Clutha catchment is currently unknown to the authors, and quantifying a time frame that 

takes into account all the sources that could contribute to a lag effect, and therefore lack of 

information, can still be a large source of uncertainty (McGlynn et al. 2004).  

Comparison of Koedyk and Kingston (2016) to this current research is useful as it is some of 

the only literature to use HBV-Light for impact assessment of climate change in New Zealand, 

Koedyk and Kingston (2016) reported increases of monthly runoff highest in July (around 50 

% increase), with a continuous decline in increased runoff from August through to October 

using HBV-Light, however the magnitude of increase in 2090 was half that of this research 

conducted in the Shotover. Koedyk and Kingston (2016) used the Waikaia Catchment in 
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Southland, New Zealand, a tributary of the larger Mataura River. The Waikaia is considered to 

be more of a ‘natural flow regime’ as water abstraction and land use changes are negligible 

(Koedyk and Kingston 2016) rather than a steep alpine river, and is much further east of the 

main divide, receiving higher mean annual rainfall of 950 mm in the lower catchment compared 

to the Shotover (500 mm). There are reports however of catchment precipitation in the 

headwaters of the Shotover range up to 7500 mm (Tait et al. 2006), whereas areas such as Old 

Mans Range which is on the north-east boundary of the Waikaia receives between 1500 and 

2600 mm annually (McGlone et al. 1997).  

The scenarios used in Koedyk and Kingston (2016) were different than those used in this 

research. The authors opting to use QUEST-GSI (Todd et al. 2011) which presents a different 

magnitude of climate change, and used 5 GCM ensemble instead of 12, which can decrease the 

representation of GCM related uncertainty and associated range of potential runoff outcomes 

that 12 GCMs may display. Four of the 5 GCMs used however were the same as the current 

research (CCCMA-CGCM31, MPI-ECHAM5, NCAR-CCSM30, and UKMOHadCM3). As 

suggested previously, differences between catchment characteristics such as physical 

environments (size, rainfall, location) and the use of climate change scenarios (QUEST-GSI 

verse SRES IPCC) could contribute to the observed range in runoff increases. The importance 

of the Koedyk and Kingston (2016) study is that the same model was used as this research, 

however, in different physical environments, with different GCM ensembles, but still the 

results relatively reflect the same responses to future climate change. Such increases in winter 

runoff as modelled by HBV-Light in this research and Koedyk and Kingston (2016), and other 

researchers using TopNet (Poyck et al. 2011; Gawith et al. 2012) all suggest an agreement that 

future climate change will lead to a dampening of the winter seasonal runoff cycle. The winter 

low flow is expected to increase and spring high flow expected to decrease as there is reduced 

snow storage and reduced spring melt related peaks in and around the Southern Alps. The 

ability that HBV-Light has demonstrated in producing future climate change impact results in 

the same vicinity as other published research gives some credibility to answering the second 

research question, that HBV-Light can reproduce similar outcomes of future climate change 

impacts to freshwater as more complex hydrological models in the New Zealand context. 

  

6.1.3 Influence of precipitation uncertainty  

Quantifying changes in future precipitation are one of the most uncertain aspects surrounding 

climate change impact studies (IPCC 2007). Such uncertainty surrounding precipitation input 
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data used to drive hydrological models can affect the models ability to accurately predict 

runoff. Advances in hydrological modelling techniques and model structures to improve the 

analysis of future runoff are continually challenged by sampling errors and data quality of the 

precipitation used to run hydrological models (McMillan et al. 2011). The quality and 

reliability of precipitation data used to run models for observed data however, is not the only 

source of precipitation uncertainty researchers may have to face. Although climate change is 

thought to affect precipitation across the majority of the Southern Alps, the current spatial 

diversity within singular catchments could either increase, decrease or remain as constant as 

the present into the future as increased precipitation events occur.  

 

Climate change scenario modelling for New Zealand as identified by other researchers (Woods 

et al. 2008; Poyck et al. 2011; Srinivasan et al. 2011, Gawith et al. 2012) suggest a reduction 

in the return periods of heavy rainfall events, but an increase in the amount of precipitation 

occurring. An increase in precipitation intensification is seen in the top 5 percent of 

precipitation events (Fig. 5.5) for the Shotover Catchment, and a reduction in return periods of 

precipitation days, with 2040 seeing 55 rainfall days fewer and 2090 seeing 153 fewer than 

1990. The suggestion of a decrease in the number of rainfall days, coupled with greater 

precipitation intensity in the Shotover have been projected by others in the Canterbury (Woods 

et al. 2008; Srinivasan et al.  2011) and Central Otago regions (Poyck et al.  2011; Gawith et 

al. 2012).  

 

The precipitation input data used to run HBV-Light for future scenarios were provided by 

NIWA following the method described in the Ministry for the Environment guidance manual 

for local government (MfE 2008), that uses an ensemble of 12 GCMs suitable under New 

Zealand’s diverse climate. Therefore, for the Shotover catchment, the data suggest the same 

pattern of precipitation change occurring for the 2040 and 2090-time periods exemplified in 

Woods et al. (2008), Srinivasan et al. (2011), Poyck et al. (2011) and Gawith et al. (2012), 

who all used the 12 GCM ensemble recommended by MfE (2008). Such patterns of rainfall 

projection as noted in other research (Poyck et al.  2011; Srinivasan et al.  2011, Gawith et al. 

2012) suggests aspects of impact studies like precipitation will be affected by climate change 

across the Southern Alps at different magnitudes regionally. However, spatial diversity of 

precipitation is much greater within the catchment scale, and can also be as diverse as other 

water balance components (runoff, soil moisture, infiltration excess runoff and snowpack) that 

are catchment specific. Currently, the Shotover at its outlet in Queenstown receives roughly 
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500 mm/yr-1 of rainfall, and some estimates in the headwaters of around 7500 mm/yr-1 (Tait et 

al. 2006). As precipitation is already one of the greatest sources of uncertainty surrounding 

reliable impact assessment studies using hydrological models (McMillan et al. 2011), 

increasing precipitation is most likely going to exacerbate the magnitude of uncertainty which 

will further hamper efforts to reliably assess future changes to runoff. 

   

6.1.4 Influence of temperature on snow storage 

The comparison of precipitation and the corresponding changes in seasonal runoff suggests it 

is not just precipitation influencing changes in runoff. Both the 2040 (Fig. 5.3) and 2090 (Fig. 

5.4) time periods exhibit the same timing of increases and decreases in runoff for the winter 

and spring months respectively, albeit differing magnitudes, the patterns are similar. The 

comparison of seasonal precipitation and runoff show patterns similar to those exemplified in 

other research (Gawith et al. 2012). However, the increase in runoff compared to precipitation 

for the winter months (July and August) could suggest that other components of the water 

balance cycle are contributing to the increase in winter runoff, i.e., higher rates of snowmelt.  

 

Coupled with a projected increase in precipitation for 2040 and 2090, climate change models 

suggest an increase in global air temperature (IPCC 2000). It has been suggested that with an 

increased temperature (Fig. 5.6), there will be a marked increase in precipitation entering the 

catchment as rainfall instead of being stored in the snowpack (Srinivasan et al. 2011). An 

increased temperature also means a higher rate of snowmelt will occur, meaning any snow that 

does fall will melt faster (Srinivasan et al. 2011).  

 

Seasonal snowfall for New Zealand in 2040 and 2090 has been simulated by Hendrikx et al. 

(2009), where it was concluded that there would be more precipitation occurring as rainfall and 

decreases in snowfall that could be responsible for a shift in many of New Zealand’s flow 

regimes. HBV-Light appears to replicate such a shift (Fig. 5.1). Such assessments of future 

snow storage support that of HBV-Light, as the modelled snowpack for both 2040 and 2090 is 

less than that of the baseline period, and for 2090 in particular, storage is about half that of 

1990 (Fig. 5.8). During July and August when runoff is at its peak, an increase in temperature 

within the Shotover Catchment (Fig. 5.6) could cause the snow to rain ratio to change, leading 

to more rain than snow and potentially indicating why there is a greater increase in runoff 

compared to the increase in precipitation (Fig. 5.3 & 5.4). As stated, precipitation increases, 

and the snowpack decreases for the Shotover Catchment in 2040 and 2090 (Fig. 5.8). 
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Therefore, any precipitation is more likely to pass through the system and out to the end point 

as runoff and is not stored in the snowpack, where such inferences have also been suggested 

by Gawith et al. (2012) for the Matukituki and Lindis Catchments. Poyck et al. (2011) also 

agrees with HBV-Lights assessment of snowmelt, suggesting that in a much larger scale, the 

Clutha Catchment, the contribution of snowmelt to runoff decreased significantly for both 2040 

and 2090-time periods.  

 

With higher temperatures (+2°C in 2090, Fig. 5.6) reducing the amount of snowfall occurring, 

it will also influence the snow that does accumulate as storage. Snow within the catchment is 

projected to decrease by 42 % in 2090 compared to the 1990 baseline period, but the timing of 

snow accumulation and snowmelt will remain the same (Fig. 5.8). Reduced snow storage will 

lessen the influence that meltwater usually has on runoff, which is evident in spring (September 

& October), when the majority of seasonal snowpack would melt during the baseline period, 

ultimately contributing to runoff. Therefore, it could be assumed that for the future scenarios, 

spring time runoff should start to decrease earlier than the baseline, as there is less snowmelt 

to propagate runoff, however, this is not the case. Spring time runoff is higher in 2040 (7 %) 

and 2090 (9 %) compared to 1990 (Fig. 5.1). It has been suggested by Poyck et al. (2011), who 

found similar results, that despite reduced snow storage in the future scenarios, and therefore 

less continued snowmelt, runoff is not affected due to the offset from slightly higher rainfall 

within the colder months (July & August). As well as higher winter rainfall and less snow 

storage, an increase in precipitation (22 %) for the warmer months of September, October and 

November (Fig. 5.7) would help explain why there is no decrease in runoff (Fig. 5.1 & 5.2) as 

would be expected with decreased snow storage.  

 

6.1.5 Infiltration excess runoff 

It has already been suggested by many researchers (Poyck et al. 2011, Srinivasan et al. 2011, 

Gawith et al. 2012) that the recurrence of precipitation events will decrease but the magnitude 

of such events will increase. The future precipitation and temperature data provided by NIWA 

for the Shotover Catchment supports this suggestion (Fig. 5.5), and therefore there could be an 

increased potential for flooding. One of the ways hydrological models assess the impact of 

surface flooding is through outputs usually labelled infiltration excess runoff data (IER). When 

the rate of rainfall exceeds the soils capacity to permeate water through the surface, IER is 

initiated which leads to large storm flows and less soil moisture storage because there is less 

soil infiltration (Srinivasan et al. 2011). Therefore, IER is an important tool for analysing flood 
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events (Gawith et al. 2012). In HBV-Light, the equivalent parameter is labelled QSTZ, 

however, for the purpose of this research QSTZ will be referred to as IER to limit confusion 

when comparisons are made between this research and others (Poyck et al. 2011; Gawith et al. 

2012). Unfortunately, the research in question was not able to obtain the IER outputs for 

TopNet within the Shotover Catchment specifically and hence why will only be compared with 

IER outputs using TopNet from similar catchments.  

 

The occurrence of IER is suggested to increase for both 2040 and 2090-time periods (Fig. 5.9), 

and is also projected to increase as a proportion of total runoff (Table 5.1). The HBV-Light 

conceptual representation of IER increases between July and August for both 2040 and 2090 

compared to the baseline, with increases of a slightly lower magnitude in early spring (Table 

5.1 & Fig. 5.9). IER appears to increase as a proportion of total yearly runoff as well, increasing 

by 8 % in 2040 and 10 % in 2090 (Table 5.1). These findings are consistent with other studies 

such as Lill (2003), who suggested there will be late winter and spring floods of greater 

magnitude likely by the 2080s, where the late winter and spring floods almost double in peak 

volume under the 2080 period (2070-2089) for the Rangitata catchment. Gawith et al. (2012) 

found that for the Matukituki, IER also increased in winter and early spring, although the 

magnitude of increase was not as high as this current research. Gawith et al. (2012) suggested 

that the changing occurrence of snow storage in the Matukituki Catchment was the driving 

force behind the sharp increase in IER for the winter months (Fig. 5.9). Given that the snow 

storage in the Shotover Catchment displays signs of extreme decline (Fig. 5.8), snow storage 

could be the reason for HBV-Lights assessment of sharply increased IER for the winter and 

early spring months. The proportion of precipitation that enters the catchment as rain instead 

of snow in July and August, as previously discussed, could also be a possible reason for an 

increased IER, as Gawith et al. (2012) showed that the higher percentage of precipitation 

occurring as runoff would contribute to the increased IER for July and August, just like HBV-

Light suggests. 

 

IER could increase beyond what is simulated by HBV-Light, as some catchment variables are 

not characterized by the model, such as the influence of a frozen ground. Although there is 

projected to be an increase in precipitation occurring as rainfall instead of snowfall due to 

warmer air temperatures, parts of the catchment will still remain below 0˚C in the winter 

months, meaning parts of the catchment will still have ground frozen solid (Gawith et al. 2012). 

The occurrence of excess runoff increases when rain falls on snow-covered or frozen ground 
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because there is no capacity for soil infiltration. The decreased ability for rain to infiltrate the 

soil because parts of the catchment have frozen over increases rainfall transportation (IER) to 

the river channel, increasing the risk of flooding, especially over the winter months of July and 

August. Such inferences of increased IER due to rain on snow or frozen ground have been 

suggested to become more common under climate change (Gawith et al. 2012).  

 

6.2 HBV-Light and TopNet Comparison 
The second part of the research aim was to investigate to what magnitude HBV-Light simulates 

the potential impacts of climate change on freshwater resources in comparison to TopNet 

within the Shotover Catchment specifically. It is clear from Figures 5.10, 5.11 and 5.12 that 

the simulated influence a ‘middle of the road’ climate change scenario could have on the same 

hydrological catchment is different when run by HBV-Light and TopNet. HBV-Lights GCM 

ensemble mean simulates a higher percentage change for annual runoff in 2040 with 11 of the 

12 GCMs simulating higher runoff (Fig. 5.10), and a lower GCM ensemble mean runoff for 

2090, with 9 out of 12 GCM’s simulating lower runoff change compared to TopNet (Fig. 5.11).  

 

The comparison of individual GCM runoff simulations between both hydrological models also 

exhibits differences. Visually, HBV-Light projects a relatively uniformed spread in individual 

GCM runoff projections for 2040 (Fig. 5.12), however, the GCM spread is greater in the spring 

months of September and October than the other months, with one GCM (micro3_2_hires) 

spiking a lot higher than the rest. The individual GCM simulations for 2090 (Fig. 5.13) display 

a much greater spread for both models compared to the relative uniformity of 2040. HBV-

Light’s GCM spread is less during the winter months of July and August compared to the wide 

ranging GCM projections displayed through TopNet. TopNets GCM simulations for spring 

months however display greater uniformity than HBV-Lights that appear to scramble from 

November through to December. 

 

6.2.1 Model inclusivity of precipitation 

Precipitation in particular is one of the most uncertain aspects of catchment hydrology. 

Therefore, understanding how a hydrological model incorporates precipitation can allow the 

user to assess the level of uncertainty associated with the corresponding runoff output. 

Although precipitation input data used to run the two models for the future scenarios were the 

same, the representation of spatial variability in precipitation across the catchment is different.  
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HBV-Light uses a single precipitation time series (Section 3.5). Whether that corresponds to a 

weighted average of other stations, unweighted average, or a record from just a single station 

(like this current research) is up to the user. The more stations there are available the more 

realistic of the chosen study environment the precipitation average is (this research only used 

one station point in the catchment). Once an average daily precipitation point has been 

calculated, the user then can divide the catchment up into elevation zones, where the user can 

set the correction for precipitation increase or based on the elevation above sea level for each 

of the specified zones (Seibert 2005). The limitation of using a single precipitation point in the 

context of this research is that there is limited scope for spatial diversity within the Shotover 

Catchment. TopNet uses more spatially detailed precipitation inputs. TopNet uses the VCSN 

network which is a gridded data set at a spatial resolution of 5 km The VCSN is a weighted 

sum of point precipitation measurements. A GIS based parameterization program, 

TOPSETUP, is used to facilitate the transformation of spatial datasets into modelling 

parameters and the calculation of weights associated with point precipitation measurements to 

provide sub-basin aggregate precipitation. The weighted precipitation points for each sub-basin 

gauge are created by TOPSETUP during pre-processing, where linear interpolation based on 

Delauney triangles are used (Bandaragoda et al. 2004). Delauney triangulation allows the 

model to describe precipitation in a watershed as three dimensional. Essentially TopNet uses 

multiple gauges across a catchment allowing greater in-depth analysis of the precipitation 

gradient that occurs in most Alpine areas. 

 

The level of precipitation integration in the hydrological model TopNet compared to less 

complex models like HBV-Light is potentially the most important difference between them, as 

precipitation is the most uncertain aspect of hydrological modelling (McMillan et al. 2011). 

Within the New Zealand context precipitation varies significantly between the west and east 

coasts, especially in the South Island due to the Southern Alps. Precise measurements of 

precipitation, especially in alpine catchments such as the Shotover, are not always available 

and therefore is already a major source of uncertainty that cannot be controlled by the model. 

The use of more sophisticated integration of precipitation distribution through TopNet attempts 

to eliminate some of the associated uncertainties with complex precipitation gradients that are 

common in most alpine catchments. Therefore, TopNets three-dimensional description of 

precipitation gradients across a catchment makes it slightly more desirable in New Zealand’s 

complex hydrological environments, such as the Shotover catchment. 
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6.2.2 Actual and potential evapotranspiration 

As mentioned in the background literature (Section 3.8), the possibility of PET being more 

realistic of catchment values through TopNet for the baseline period, and therefore the resultant 

AET output, could explain why runoff through the GCM ensembles is different between HBV-

Light and TopNet. In addition, a canopy storage component also adds another surface for 

evapotranspiration to occur within the TopNet model. TopNets inclusivity of more forms of 

catchment AET allows for a more realistic idealisation of what could be happening in the real-

world environment, in comparison to HBV-Light. 

  

Potential Evapotranspiration has been suggested as one of the largest sources of uncertainty on 

simulations of runoff under climate change (Kingston et al. 2009). The PET used for running 

TopNet was calculated through the Priestley-Taylor method (Priestley-Taylor 1972), 

considered adequate for most modelling purposes (Pereira and Pruitt 2004), while for this 

research Hargreaves was used to run HBV-Light due to the limited radiation and temperature 

data that is needed to run Priestley-Taylor. As well as the quantitatively different AET outputs 

derived from the two models, the timing of AET peaks between HBV-Light and TopNet is also 

of interest. AET as modelled by HBV-Light for 2090 peaks in September and consistently 

under-estimates TopNets projection that peaks in October (Fig. 5.16). Closer analysis of the 

difference in available water for evaporation between the models’ show that the GCM 

ensemble mean for runoff also peaks in October for TopNet (Fig. 5.13), the same month as 

peak AET. For HBV-Light however, there is a slight delay in the AET peak seen in September 

(Fig. 5.16), as runoff peaks in August (Fig. 5.13). Therefore, the inference could be made that 

since TopNet is more complex as it features an extra component for assessing AET (Canopy 

storage), the TopNet model is more responsive to changes in available water for AET to occur 

as evident in the symmetry seen in the runoff (Fig. 5.13) and AET (Fig. 5.16) peaks.   

 

The suggestion that AET (a function of how PET is limited by water availability) is responsible 

for differences in future runoff has been published in recent research by Koedyk and Kingston 

(2016). Koedyk and Kingston (2016) who also used HBV-Light to model climate change 

impacts to the Waikaia River found that differences in PET for 6 different methods were 

responsible for a fluctuated runoff in the order of only 5 %. Comparing Hargreaves and 

Priestly-Taylor from Koedyk and Kingston (2016) only, the maximum difference between the 

methods for 2090 was 2.3 %. For this research, AET was responsible for removing 48.22 

mm/year in 2090, around 3.32 % of yearly runoff as modelled by HBV-Light, slightly higher 
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than Koedyk and Kingston (2016). Overall AET’s influence on runoff and predicted changes 

to AET as projected by HBV-Light, the model performs well, and is consistent with similar 

research (Koedyk and Kingston 2016). However, in the context of this research, AET was 

responsible for removing 3.32 % of runoff which is something, the influence of AET on runoff 

in the Shotover Catchment as modelled by HBV-Light is minimal and not considered a key 

contributor to overall differences to runoff between HBV-Light and TopNet.  

   

6.3 Modelled Catchment Processes  
The ability to understand catchment processes embedded in HBV-Light and TopNet such as 

storage, evapotranspiration, soil moisture, infiltration and snow melt allows for more in-depth 

analysis of the future impacts climate change could have on New Zealand’s freshwater 

catchments, and acknowledge the uncertainty in accepting such predictions as guides. Although 

more aspects of TopNet have a physical basis in comparison to HBV-Light, both models 

contain parameterisations of real-world processes. Parameter values are set by the user for both 

models, but the kind of parameterisations used in HBV-Light result in a simpler description of 

catchment hydrological processes in comparison to TopNet. Simplification of catchment 

hydrological processes such as water storage, soil moisture, infiltration and snow routines, 

potentially allows misrepresentation of real world catchment characteristics. Comparing how 

HBV-Light and TopNet integrates catchment processes (storage components, soil moisture and 

snowmelt), and the differences between them, could help understand differences in future 

model runoff projections seen in this research. 

  

6.3.1 Storage Components 

Water storage and how runoff is calculated after such stores are filled, is a fundamental 

component of hydrological modelling, as not all precipitation leaves the catchment as runoff. 

The role of water storage within each model could be the reason there are discrepancies 

between the changes in runoff expected under the influence of climate change. As previously 

stated, HBV-Light essentially consists of three storage components (snow, soil and 

groundwater) derived from daily time steps of precipitation, air temperature, and PET. Not all 

of the partitioned precipitation and meltwater left over after the storage routines are filled for a 

given time step (daily), is assumed to be the only contribution to runoff, some will be retained 

for release later (depending on parameter values set by the user). Rain and snowmelt is 

partitioned between the soil box and the upper groundwater box depending on the water content 

of the soil box, its field capacity (FC), and the BETA parameter. A proportion of the upper 
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groundwater box is released as runoff through K1 when K0 is reached, if water in the upper 

box is above the UZL threshold. A proportion of water in the upper box will percolate down to 

the lower box according to the PERC (maximum percolation) parameter, and a proportion of 

water in the lower box will also be released as runoff (K0).  

 

TopNet on the other hand has five storage components, three of which describe the same 

aspects as HBV-Light; snow, soil, groundwater (aquifer) storages, however TopNet has two 

extras; canopy and surface storages. The canopy storage component quantifies the amount of 

precipitation stored by the leaf area of trees and shrubs, which also has embedded a component 

that calculates how much precipitation is occurring as through fall to the catchment when the 

canopy reaches its capacity. The canopy component adds an extra storage area for incoming 

precipitation to the catchment, potentially reducing the precipitation available for runoff. The 

other storage component, surface storage, equates the water that travels as overland flow before 

entering the river network, and includes hillslopes, transient flow paths and unresolved stream 

channels (Clark et al. 2008). The addition of a surface storage component in a hydrological 

model like TopNet diverts more water away from runoff, where in HBV-Light more or less 

water could be transferring into the soil box which continues through the system and is released 

as runoff. HBV-light does attempt to account for surface storage through the use of the 

MAXBAS parameter, however does not account for how much water is stored on the leaf area 

or when the canopy reaches its maximum holding capacity, potentially releasing more or less 

water as runoff. The two extra storage components within TopNet give the model more realistic 

analysis of real-world catchments and how the water is stored.  

 

Although HBV-Light simulates slightly higher runoff (1454 mm) in 2090 than TopNet (1242 

mm) the percentage increase from the model’s respective baselines is lower in HBV-Light, 

with an increase of 12.5 % compared to an 18.3 % increase by TopNet. One main reason for a 

higher runoff increase from the baseline in TopNet could be the differences in precipitation 

input data. As detailed in Section 3.5.3, TopNet was run using VCSN data which is only an 

interpolation, and therefore could be adding more precipitation into the system than what was 

observed and used to run HBV-Light. The VCSN precipitation data used to run TopNet over 

estimates the observed 1990 baseline period by 4.8 mm/year (6 %). The reason for why HBV-

Light simulates higher yearly runoff but less baseline change in 2090 could be because of 

differences in storage components mentioned in the previous paragraph. The extent to which 

TopNets storage components are based on physical (as opposed to empirical) relationships that 
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require observed parameter values which are therefore are more precise, retaining more 

precipitation in storage, and could explain why overall yearly runoff differences show HBV-

Light under simulates TopNets runoff projections for the 2090-time period.  

   

6.3.2 Soil Moisture  

Before exploring soil moisture components of both models, it is useful to understand how 

TopNet simulates catchment flows of water compared to HBV-Light. TopNet uses basin 

geometry, water holding capacity of the vegetation and soil, and the transmissibility of the 

subsurface in each sub-catchment, allowing the model to describe a catchments geometry. With 

such descriptions, calculated using a 30 m DEM, the parameters are used for defining sub-

catchment variations in the soil water balance, and water routing of runoff to the main stream 

network (Clark et al. 2008). HBV-Light represents the catchment as a lumped model, where 

the only changes to parameter values is between the vegetation and elevation zones (Seibert 

2005), with the maximum number of elevation zones being 20 and 3 vegetation zones. TopNet 

on the other hand uses value attribute lookup tables from the LCDB to fill each of the 30 m 

DEM grid scale points across the target catchment with soil texture classes and land cover 

types, and therefore instead of 3 vegetation zones there is a different zone every 30 m2, each 

with its own moisture intake.  

 

Soil moisture is embedded as a storage component in both HBV-Light and TopNet, however 

the equations that govern the capacity of the soil box is different. The soil moisture content of 

both models peak in August, however, TopNets peak soil moisture content is twice that of 

HBV-Lights (Fig. 5.14), indicating the timing of input variables (liquid water and evaporation) 

is roughly the same, but the level of water input and retention is different. There is evidence to 

suggest the difference in soil moisture between HBV-Light and TopNet are a function of both 

the amount of water that is provided as input to the soil, and how soil moisture is simulated. 

Soil moisture depends on liquid water input (i.e. precipitation as rain, and snow melt), 

evaporation, and in the case of TopNet, the transfer rate of water from soil to the river and 

groundwater flow (Woods et al. 2008). The amount of liquid water from snow melt is higher 

in TopNet for the 2090 period (Fig. 5.15), as seasonal snow melts quicker in spring than 

snowmelt simulated by HBV-Light, and therefore could attribute to higher rates of soil 

moisture. The other contributing factor could be how soil moisture is calculated. TopNets soil 

storage capacity is determined by the infiltration rate of water (precipitation and snowmelt) 

minus the soil evaporation rate, minus the rate of drainage from the soil to the aquifer (Clark 
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et al. 2008). As detailed in Section 3.7, the soil moisture content in HBV-Light is based on the 

amount of water entering the system from precipitation and snowmelt, and how three 

parameters (BETA, LP and FC) calculate what is left in the soil zone. 

The use of an infiltration component as a function of the components incorporated to calculate 

soil moisture, or lack thereof in the case of HBV-Light, could be the main contributing factor 

to the differences in soil moisture storage (Fig. 5.14). TopNet looks at the infiltration rate of 

precipitation to the soil box, the soil evapotranspiration rate and the amount of drainage from 

the soil box to the aquifer. HBV-Light takes the remaining precipitation and snowmelt left over 

from evapotranspiration, runoff, the rate of percolation from the upper soil box to the lower, 

and estimates infiltration as the sum of the current water content of the soil box divided by the 

soil boxes maximum capacity. The addition of an infiltration component allows for a realistic 

incorporation of how liquid water enters the soil box, and potentially renders TopNet more 

sensitive to climate scenario changes to soil moisture.  

 

Infiltration is caused by voids in the soil, larger for fined grained soils (clays and small sands), 

where voids create suction through capillary attraction, and is known as the suction head 

(millimetres or inches). The infiltration of precipitation into the soil zone in TopNet is more 

precise than HBV-Light. HBV-Light assumes the soil moisture zone is spatially constant 

throughout the depth of the zone, whereas TopNet does not. TopNet calculates the soil zone as 

a vertical gradient, taking into account the wetting front and the soil depth. On top of an 

extensive view of the soil zone, TopNet uses a Green-Ampt equation. A Green-Ampt equation 

works on the assumption that infiltrated water primarily enters relatively dry soil that is a sharp 

wetting front. A sharp wetting front being defined as the region with a rapid downward decrease 

in water content. Therefore, in theory, the amount of infiltration assumed by TopNet is closer 

to the true nature of the real world, assuming the input data used to define the infiltration 

characteristics of the soil are realistic. In contrast, HBV-Light and the simplicity of the soil 

moisture component could be taking more or less precipitation as storage than what could 

actually be going on within the Shotover Catchment, ultimately adding uncertainty associated 

with the estimated runoff.  In this case, HBV-Light is receiving less liquid water through 

infiltration than TopNet, resulting in lower water retention levels in the soil moisture zone (Fig. 

5.14) for the beginning of the year (January to May) when there is less precipitation input (Fig. 

5.7). 
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6.3.3 Snowmelt 

The snow routines of both models and the respective differences between them are important 

for analysing monthly trends in surface runoff. Both HBV-Light and TopNet treat snow 

accumulation in the same manner, i.e. once temperature falls below a certain threshold (user 

defined), all precipitation will accumulate as snow. Like precipitation, TopNet has a more 

sophisticated representation of snow accumulation, as the input data (i.e. VSCN) uses a digital 

elevation model (DEM) to try and highlight the spatial variation that temperature and 

precipitation can have in catchments, which ultimately results in the same spatial variation in 

snow accumulation. The use of a DEM provides gridded input data, again giving the model 

more of a 3D image of the catchments spatial variation. HBV-Light places assumptions on 

snow accumulation the same way it does precipitation and temperature, where one point in the 

catchment fits all, with the only variation brought about through specified elevation blocks.  

 

Although snow melt (2090 HBV and TN Snow) for both models’ snow melt peaks at the same 

time (mid-July), HBV-Light appears to store snow for a longer period, releasing snow at a 

slower rate than that of TopNet, and could be the main reason for GCM ensemble mean 

differences in runoff for the 2090 period (Fig. 5.13). TopNets runoff peaks in October and 

sharply decreases through to December, in the same angle of slope as the representation of 

snow accumulation that starts in mid-July and ends in October. The difference in melt and 

runoff representation periods is the reverse effect of decreasing snow storage equalling 

increasing runoff. HBV-Light has a melt rate less pronounced than TopNet, and could be the 

reason why the 2090 GCM ensemble peaks in August, and then remains relatively constant for 

the remainder of the spring months, due to a drawn-out melt rate that ends in December, causing 

higher runoff rates at a shallower slope than TopNet.  

 

The different quantities of snow accumulation the 2090 future catchment could be down to 

TopNets snow component equation. TopNet calculates the snow pack by subtracting the 

estimated snow to fall through the canopy by the snow melt rate, which is set through 

temperatures that vary across the catchment due to the use of DEM’s. Therefore, like 

precipitation, TopNet simulates more detailed spatial and temporal trends of snow 

accumulation and the resultant melt. HBV-Light uses single temperature and precipitation 

records from in or around the catchment, corresponding to single points that are then lapsed 

according to the user-specified elevation range and lapse rate. In the case of this research the 

elevation was divided into three zones, between 300 m and 800 m (40 % of catchment), 800 m 
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to 1500 m (50 %), 1500 m and above, roughly 10 % of the catchment. Such a method has the 

possibility of assuming many parts in a catchment will have equal accumulation and melt rates, 

and potentially releasing more or less snow for a large portion of the catchment depending on 

the pre-existing assumption about the catchments degree day melt factor. In the case of this 

research, it is observed through Figure 5.15 that HBV-Light assumes more snow storage, and 

therefore a longer melt period, occurring within the Shotover catchment than what is suggested 

by TopNet. Due to the simplistic idealisation of single point temperature and precipitation 

assumptions made about the basin in HBV-Light, the snow routine is the greatest influence of 

the timing in runoff peaks and continued projection throughout spring and early summer 

compared to TopNets declining runoff for the same months.  

 

6.4 TopNet or HBV-Light within New Zealand?  
The general approach and in-depth description of a hydrological catchments components as 

seen in the TopNet model description of parameters (Table 3.4), is what sets it apart from HBV-

Light. TopNet has 31 parameters (Table 3.4), most of which are related to physically based 

processes, 8 of the 31 parameters are calibrated by the user, where the remaining 23 estimates 

for the parameter values are constructed using descriptions from New Zealand’s topography, 

land cover and other physical properties (McMillan et al. 2016). HBV-Light in comparison has 

15 model parameters (Table 3.3) spread over four storage routines, of which three parameters 

are essentially constant (CFR, CHW and CET).  

One of the most important parameters that TopNet uses is an f parameter. The f parameter, 

which is the same as TOPMODELS, controls the rate of transmissivity of water through to the 

water table, and has been estimated for more than 500 New Zealand Rivers through the use of 

recession curve shape analysis (McMillan et al. 2016). A relationship was derived between the 

recession shapes, geology, soil and climate parameters, in each of 15 defined hydrological 

regions of New Zealand. The depth of recession shape analysis across New Zealand means that 

the relationship between recession shape, geology, soil and climate parameters allows TopNet 

to use a relatively realistic real-world f parameter for any catchment or sub-catchment across 

New Zealand. HBV-Light also has a similar function (PERC) responsible for percolation of 

water through the upper and lower groundwater boxes, however the PERC parameter is 

manually calibrated to fit the simulated daily runoff with the observed, and may not necessarily 

represent values from within the catchment. Essentially, the TopNet approach to estimating 

soil hydraulic conductivity (infiltration) is a more realistic representation of catchment 
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processes because of the quantifiable approach taken in calculating the f parameter. The 

physical input values used for the f parameter in TopNet is one of the main reasons the model 

has been suggested as the most preferable to use in New Zealand’s landscape (McMillan et al. 

2016).   

On the point of calibration, consider, for instance, the difference between real-world values 

and values derived from the highest NSE value through a Monte Carlo simulation. TopNet 

relies heavily on predetermined parameter estimates which describe the current catchment 

landscape such as the wetness index, stream distance, drainable soil water, depth of soil, 

overland flow velocity, and canopy capacity (Table 3.4). HBV-Light relies on user defined 

input values for less complex or in-depth catchment parameters, usually through calibration. 

Calibration of parameters is necessary to correct or match the runoff response times and 

magnitudes of the simulated hydrograph to the observed, which are real-world values (observed 

runoff datasets). In this research, to get the HBV-Light model to a NSE of 0.6 or higher the 

input values were manually calibrated, however, some tests were run using physical input 

values used in other research. Take for example threshold temperature, degree day factor and 

snowfall correction factor. When the model was run with values used in areas adjacent to the 

Shotover taken from Barringer (1989), hence values more representative of the Alpine area that 

the Shotover is situated in like the Remarkables, slightly South of Queenstown (although not 

exact location but the closest observed values to the Shotover), the NSE decreased by more 

than 0.15 of its final calibrated value (0.72), which in the context of NSE is large. Therefore, 

the use of real-world values for certain parameters in distributed models like TopNet may not 

necessarily provide better representation of observed runoff, and hence future change in runoff 

as HBV-Light produced runoff projections for 2040 and 2090 similar to TopNet (Fig. 5.10 & 

5.11) using calibrated catchment values. 

Despite the acknowledged differences in model structure and uncertainty associated with the 

two respective hydrological models, and the noted sophistication of TopNet compared to HBV-

Light, the end results were relatively similar. The monthly NSE values for the Shotover using 

both HBV-Light (0.72) and TopNet (0.71) were almost identical. Similar study sites to the 

Shotover that were simulated using TopNet, i.e. the Matukituki (0.68) and the Lindis 

catchments were also very similar to the NSE values recorded in the Shotover (Table 4.1 & 

4.2). Seasonally, HBV-Lights projected change is not in line with TopNet, as TopNet peaks in 

October for both 2040 and 2090, whereas HBV-Light flattens out from July through to 

December in 2040, and peaks in August and November for 2090. However, the amount of 
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spread between the 12 individual GCM’s (Fig. 5.12 & 5.13) appears consistent between both 

models, suggesting the same level of uncertainty which is common among hydrological models 

when simulating runoff 100 years into the future (Poyck et al. 2011; Gawith et al. 2012). Using 

an ensemble mean of 12 GCMs, HBV-Light projected higher yearly runoff (3.5 %) in 2040 

and lower runoff (1.7 % %) in 2090 compared to TopNet. Therefore, it is suggested through 

the analysis of future seasonal and yearly (Fig. 5.10 & 5.11) changes to runoff as projected by 

both models, that HBV-Light can be considered an acceptable alternative to TopNet for the use 

of assessing future impacts that climate change could have on New Zealand’s fresh water 

resources, and provides further validity in answering the second research question.  

 

6.5 Uncertainty associated with this current research 
The most common uncertainty in reliable predictions of future impacts to freshwater resources 

under climate change conditions in New Zealand is accurate precipitation and temperature data. 

Recording precipitation and temperature data for the use of climate change impact assessment, 

especially in New Zealand, is inherently difficult as a result of location and orographic effects 

brought about by tectonic uplift creating the Southern Alps (Kenny 2010). McMillan et al. 

(2016) highlighted studies by Madden and Kidson (1997) and Madden et al. (1999), who 

indicated for New Zealand, that during any growing season, half of the temperature variability 

and a third of precipitation was predictable. Given that any growing season is reference to crops 

that would be situated on flatter ground that is easily accessible by growers, the scale of 

increasing precipitation and temperature uncertainty in more diverse landscapes unsuitable for 

cropping like the Shotover, would be more intense.  

 

With the knowledge of climate change impact assessment uncertainty within New Zealand for 

current climates, the future variation of precipitation and temperature for a “middle-of-the-

road” emissions scenario (A1B) can be considered. The amount of variability associated with 

climate change modelling however, suggests that taking one emissions scenario, or the ideal 

future emissions scenario as truth, should be avoided. Most impact assessment studies 

conducted in New Zealand use one emission scenario (A1B), but use 12 GCM scenarios all 

based on the chosen (A1B) emissions trajectory through time (Gawith et al. 2012; Poyck et al. 

2011, Srinivasan et al. 2011). The Ministry for the Environment report (2016) outlines 4 

emissions scenarios for New Zealand ranging from 0.7 °C (RCP2.6) to 3.0 °C (RCP8.0), where 

a comparison between SRES and RCP scenarios places the SRES A1B output closest to 
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RCP6.0, which indicates ‘more than likely’ (51-100 %) to exceed a 2 °C warming of air 

temperature by the end of the century. The use of one emission scenario as conducted in this 

research is not universal, although the most common, does not take into account the other 

possible increases or decreases in future emissions as highlighted by the MfE (2016) report, 

however, the use of such practices minimises a key facet of climate change related uncertainty. 

The use of GCMs within a chosen emissions scenario is typically by far the most important 

source of climate change related uncertainty when focusing on a single scenario, and should be 

considered as a range of outcomes, and not individual idealised outcomes depending on what 

the research is trying to achieve. Therefore, for this research is it highlighted that the projected 

future changes to runoff in the Shotover Catchment for 2090 as modelled through HBV-Light 

is only valid if humanity remains on an A1B emissions scenario course. 

  

6.5.1 Shotover characteristics on model performance  

A recent study by McMillan et al.  (2016) highlighted 5 conditions that would aid the 

performance of a hydrological model. Larger catchments (>1000 km2) are expected to yield 

better model performances, as larger areas tend to smooth out irregular variations in flow 

because such variations become less important due to the scale of water in the catchment. The 

Shotover is on the smaller side of catchment scale (1088 km2). Due to the relatively small size 

of the catchment, irregularities in flow are more pronounced in the observed data, potentially 

making it more difficult to match simulated flow data and therefore providing a less desirable 

NSE value.  The use of a larger catchment however might smooth out irregular flow patterns 

and storm events to provide a higher NSE, by may not necessarily provide a greater simulation 

of real-world hydrological processes.  

Precipitation input data is one of the greatest forms of uncertainty. Therefore, model 

performance would benefit from areas with greater estimates of precipitation depth and more 

data points spread throughout the catchment. As the precipitation used for this research came 

from one-point source low down in the outreach of the Shotover Catchment, the lack of spread 

may have contributed to lowering the final calibrated NSE value. 

Catchments that generally receive more rainfall or are “wetter” would perform better as the 

relationship between falling rain and hillslopes become more entwined, as hillslopes can store 

surface water. Also, more rainfall would mean catchments are less likely to have intermittent 

flows, leading to a higher base flow for the model to replicate, making base flow replication 

easier. For this research, the Shotover Catchments rainfall is quite large (500 ̶ 7500 mm yr-1), 
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however, catchments west of the main divide exhibit higher annual rainfall and could 

potentially model an observed data set with more precision.  

Catchments that have less groundwater influence. HBV-Light has a simple conceptual 

representation of groundwater processes, and potentially could demonstrate poorer 

performance in catchments with alluvial plains that have more complex groundwater 

movement. Due to a lack of information and time constraints, real-world estimates of 

groundwater flow, volume and control mechanisms within the Shotover were not considered. 

Calibration of K2 and K1 was undertaken however there was no physical data to start the 

calibration process to verify the final model input values for real-world consistency.  Knowing 

more about the impacts groundwater has on runoff within the Shotover Catchment, either 

contributing more or less to surface water at various points in the catchment would have 

allowed for greater understanding of water balance dynamics during the calibration phase of 

this research, and therefore provided better results.  

Hydrological models are less reliable during spring (drying) and autumn (wetting-up periods) 

because detailed input data for such periods require great understanding of movement and 

storage of water in the catchment. Due to the Shotover being an Alpine Catchment, there is a 

strong presence of seasonal variation in precipitation that influences water storage in the spring 

and autumn periods which could be influencing the results. Therefore, catchments with less 

seasonal variation than the Shotover might perform better. 

   

6.6 Summary  
Analysis of the modelling results found consistency between HBV-Light and TopNet, and 

expected outcomes of HBV-Light as suggested by other modelling research undertaken in close 

proximity to the Shotover Catchment were supported. In general HBV-Light performed to an 

almost equal standard during the calibration period compared to that of TopNet in the Lindis 

and Matukituki using observed data. Although the calibration periods and catchments were 

different between the two models, the monthly NSE for each catchment was deemed 

satisfactory. Representation of the potential future impacts that climate change could have on 

the Shotover River were also consistent with previous literature, with HBV-Light indicating 

that runoff will increase for the winter and spring months for both 2040 and 2090. The 

discussion looked at possible reasons why runoff might increase in 2040 and 2090, and found 

that although precipitation increased, it was at its peak, only half that of runoff. The influences 
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to the snowpack as projected by HBV-Light were analysed, where it was suggested that higher 

rates of snowmelt, set about by higher average monthly temperatures, were responsible for 

higher rates of runoff. The increased temperature would lessen the storage time and therefore 

less accumulation of snow will occur throughout the year.  

In comparison to TopNets future projection for the Shotover River, HBV-Light performed 

well, over simulating the 2040-time period by 3.5 %, and under simulating the 2090-time 

period by 1.65 %. Differences between water balance and catchment parameter equations 

within each of the respective model structures, contributed to differences in catchment 

parameter outputs such as storage components, soil moisture content and snowmelt.  HBV-

Light simulated more snow in the catchment than TopNet, which was explained by the 

respective models complexities. TopNet uses a 30 m DEM which provides 3D gridded input 

data, allowing the catchment to be divided into high resolution 5 x 5 km sections. HBV-Light 

uses a 2D assumption, where one point in the catchment fits all, where the only change in snow 

accumulation is by specifying 3 to 5 different elevation zones, essentially providing lower 

resolution data points. Like the snowpack, HBV-Light simulated a soil moisture content for 

2090, half that of TopNet, which was attributed to higher rates of snowmelt in TopNet, and a 

greater in-depth perception of precipitation infiltration to the soil moisture zone. Despite 

differences between key catchment parameters, HBV-Light performed well in representing 

future runoff responses to climate change in comparison to TopNet.      
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Chapter Seven 
Conclusion 

 

 

The research in question focused on the role hydrological model complexity plays in assessing 

the impacts that future climate change could have on New Zealand’s freshwater resources. The 

first aim of this research was to determine whether a relatively simple hydrological model can 

realistically simulate an observed flow in an alpine catchment in New Zealand. Secondly, if a 

simple model could realistically simulate an alpine flow, the research would compare future 

climate change impacts on river flow between the simple hydrological model and that of a 

complex model. The two hydrological models chosen for comparison were the fully distributed 

TopNet (complex) and semi-distributed HBV-Light (less complex). TopNet has been well 

documented throughout New Zealand’s freshwater catchments, and was developed by NIWA, 

whereas HBV-Light had only been used in two case studies within New Zealand, however, had 

been proved acceptable in over 30 different countries and 7 different continents. The HBV-

Light model was run with a 26-year data set from within the Shotover Catchment, and runoff 

data for TopNet for the same observed period was kindly provided by NIWA. HBV-Light and 

TopNet were both run for two future periods, 2040 and 2090, under climate change conditions, 

as done previously in other New Zealand research.    

 

The model performance results (Chapter Four) showed that the HBV-Light model performed 

well in the Shotover Catchment when replicating an observed data set of 13 years (1972 ̶ 1984), 

returning a ‘good’ monthly NSE of 0.72 for the calibration period and an ‘acceptable’ 0.61 for 

the validation period (1985−1997). The hydrological model TopNet, although was not 

calibrated for the Shotover Catchment specifically, returned a ‘good’ monthly NSE value of 

0.71 over a 20-year observed period (1980-1999). The use of HBV-Light in simulating future 

climate change, and the potential influence such changes could have on New Zealand’s 

freshwater resources were also assessed (Chapter 5), and performed well. HBV-Light, using 

an IPCC SRES A1B climate scenario, and an ensemble of 12 GCM’s suited to New Zealand’s 

climate conditions, projected runoff increases to the Shotover River in the magnitude of 13.4 

% for 2040 over a 20-year average (2030 ̶ 2049), and 17.4 % in 2090 (2080 ̶ 2099). In 
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comparison to TopNets assessment of climate change impacts for the same future time periods, 

using the same 12 GCM ensemble and IPCC SRES A1B climate scenario, HBV-Light over-

stimulated TopNets projection for 2040 by 3.5 %, and under-simulated TopNets 2090 

projection by 1.65 %, which could be considered relatively accurate. However, the monthly 

comparisons of runoff increase showed HBV-Light simulating a 90 % increase from the 1990 

baseline to 2090 for the month of August, where TopNets highest increase was also in August 

but only by 56 %. 

 

In the context of simulating model components responsible for estimating runoff, HBV-Lights 

performance was not as strong in comparison to overall runoff, with snowpack an exception. 

The snowpack volume as projected by HBV-Light for 2090 peaks in the same month (August) 

as when TopNet projects a peak in snowmelt, indicating the models have a similar response to 

changes in precipitation and temperature throughout the year. The soil moisture projected by 

HBV-Light also peaked the same month as TopNet (August), indicating the models responses 

to precipitation were the same, however, HBV-Lights yearly projection was 300 mm/yr-1 less, 

and was argued as a result of no infiltration excess component, where TopNet was retaining 

more soil moisture. Again, the differences in soil moisture values attributed to a function of 

TopNets complexity. AET peaked in September when projected by HBV-Light and October in 

TopNet, while also overestimating TopNet for the entirety of 2090-time period. The differences 

in AET between the two models was inferred as a combination of both model complexity and 

method used to calculate PET (Hargreaves verse Priestly-Taylor). TopNet includes a parameter 

that quantifies the AET occurring from precipitation stored on the canopy, allowing for more 

refined estimations of AET that could be occurring in the real-world environment. 

 

Understanding the relationship between the input data available and the complexity of the 

hydrological model chosen to simulate future runoff is a critical point of the HBV-

Light−TopNet comparison. Given a completely accurate and comprehensive input data set for 

all parameters, TopNet would be more realistic than HBV-Light due to its parameterisation of 

most catchment characteristics and inter-relationships, however, such a data set does not exist. 

The input data required run both models also plays a role in determining which one to use. 

HBV-Light uses point gauge data from within the catchment where as TopNet uses VCSN 

data, both of which have key differences. Although VCSN data is more likely to be realistic of 

a catchment compared to that from a single source point site low down in a catchment, crudely 
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lapsed by a few elevation zones, VCSN data is an interpolation only and not true physical data. 

On the other hand, climate variables within the intended field site may vary over the desired 

collection period and influence the physical data in the real world but not through the VCSN 

interpolation. The point gauge method of data collection as used to run HBV-Light gives true 

physical field data but the collection method and maintenance of such data can lead to 

uncertainties in the quality. Moreover, data collection from higher up in complex or 

mountainous catchments maybe impossible and therefore there is no information about what 

is going on in the upper catchment, usually where a lot of the precipitation occurs. 

 

The results presented in this research are interpreted as such that the hydrological complexity 

outweigh those of the data limitations. As a perfect data set does not exist, there is a choice 

between a more realistic model that is run with limited, interpolated data (TopNet), and a more 

simplistic model that does not make as many demands in terms of input data (HBV-Light), 

which can be run with relatively accurate, albeit single point physical data. The more complex 

TopNet model simulated the largest monthly runoff increase within the Shotover Catchment 

for 2090 at 55 %, more in line with other research (50 % Lindis, 46 % Matukituki, 37 % Clutha) 

compared to HBV-Lights 90 %. Although HBV-Lights yearly interpretation of runoff increase 

(13 % in 2040, 17 % in 2090) was more realistic than the monthly runoff outputs, the 

simulations of runoff increase were more in line with results from the Lindis Catchment (10 % 

in 2040, 20 % in 2090) than catchments closer to the Shotover in nature like the Matukituki (7 

% in 2040, 13 % in 2090). Therefore, in addressing the aims of this research, yes HBV-light 

can simulate an observed runoff data set to an acceptable standard as Chapter Four 

demonstrated. However, for the second aim, it is suggested that realistic simulations of climate 

change in complex catchments such as the Shotover in New Zealand requires more complex 

hydrological models like TopNet. In the absence of such high quality, comprehensive data such 

as VSCN, HBV-Light is an acceptable alternative to TopNet for assessing potential impacts of 

future climate change using point source data.   

 

With the increasing threat of climate change and the potential influence that might have on the 

New Zealand’s, and more importantly the world’s freshwater resources, it is of great 

importance that time and energy continues to be centred towards hydrological modelling, to 

improve the methods and literature currently relied upon for such research. With the 

presentation of the results and discussion, this research concludes that hydrological complexity 

does not play a significant role in differences of projected changes to runoff under future 
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climate change conditions. HBV-Light provides a free easy to download modelling package 

that is easy to calibrate, which has now been proven sufficiently reliable in representing an 

observed runoff data set within the complex hydrological environment that New Zealand 

offers, with the ability to model influences to runoff under future climate change conditions.  

At a practical level, the findings of this research are beneficial for any person with the intent 

of assessing the impacts of climate change on freshwater resources in New Zealand, whom 

may not have the time or financial capability of using more complex hydrological models. 
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